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INTRODUCTION

The election of Mr. Donald J. Trump as the 45th President of the United States has
transformed the U.S. political landscape and indelibly changed how the last remaining
superpower is perceived around the world. Since his inauguration, President Trump's
style and policy priorities contrast sharply with those of his predecessor, President
Barack Obama. Following so closely on the heels of the 'Brexit' referendum in the United
Kingdom, President Trump's victory was received with misgiving; although some
pundits are of the view that the emergence of President Trump may be an indication of a
yet to be experienced post-World War II Atlanticist liberal world order.
Already President Trump seems to be deeply unpopular at home and abroad.
Nevertheless, he enjoys strong support from his base - disproportionately made up of
white working-class males -and a U.S Congress controlled by his own Republican Party.
Playing to the apparently xenophobic supporters that voted him into the White House,
President Trump moved quickly to enact a travel ban targeted at seven Muslim countries.
This action is also seen as the launch of a broader campaign to deport undocumented
immigrants, and begin restricting legal immigration.
In his first hundred days in office, it may be argued that President Trump's actions have
validated most of his opponents' worst fears and have led many in the international
community to increasingly view the United States as a threat to international peace and
security. His administration appears poised to circumvent international organisations,
such as the United Nations, and international law and norms, such as the Paris Agreement
on climate change, in order to pursue narrowly defined U.S. interests.
As in so many other countries, the emergence of President Trump has reverberated in
Nigeria. As Africa's most populous nation and one of the world's most ethnically diverse,
economically significant, and religiously divided countries, Nigeria cannot escape any
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fallout from President Trump's isolationist policies or his divisive racial and religious
rhetoric. Expectedly, people across the African continent and beyond are eager to know
how Nigerians, from its political leaders down to its hardworking citizens, will react to
developments in Washington.
In response to these expectations, the Centre for Democracy and Development (CDD)
organised a conference to examine the implications of Trump's presidency in Nigeria.
This publication is the outcome of the conference in which CDD brought together a crosssection of experts from government, the security sector, academia, media, civil society,
and the business community. The conference provided a platform for robust debate on the
complex security challenges we face as a nation, the growth of democracy in our country
and sub-region, the fate and welfare of our citizens abroad, and Nigeria's relations with
the United States and the world.
This volume captures the most salient observations made about the likely impact that the
Trump administration could have on Nigeria, particularly in the security and economic
realms. It also addresses the possible implications for U.S.-Nigeria policy and the
bilateral relationship. Abubakar Momoh explores the reasons behind the rise of Trump,
arguing for the importance of historicizing and contexualising Trump's election, while
Hassan A Saliu takes a pragmatic approach in setting out a nineteen-point plan for
Nigeria's options for engagement with the U.S. during the Trump administration.
Challenging the premise of the question of Trump's impact on Nigeria, Prof. Ebere
Onwudiwe argues that more appropriate is to speak of Trump's influence on Africa as a
whole, for 'Nigeria is nowhere on Trump's radar screen.' He focuses on Secretary of State,
Rex Tillerson, offering 10 pertinent questions crucial to probing the influence and
outcome of Trump's presidency.
This volume also provides narrative on what to expect as a result of the likely fallout of
Mr. Trump's white nationalist position and his Islamophobic agenda, and how these may
affect hundreds and thousands of Nigerian-Americans. Carl LeVan undertakes a
historical analysis of America's race relations to put forward a warning that Trump's white
nationalist outlook does not bode well for his stance towards Africa, and Nigeria in
particular.
However, Matthew Page probes a perhaps unexpected source of support for Trump
within Nigeria: those in the South East who see Trump's 'nativist, anti-federalist and
Islamophobic messaging' as encouragement of the Biafran cause. He also outlines key
personnel in Trump's administration who will impact US-Nigeria relations, while
arguing that changes are more likely to be minor adjustments than revolutions. Okello
Oculi suggests that Donald Trump is like a new Idi Amin, and blames “Liberal
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Democracy” for long-standing problems in both the US and in Africa. He argues that
Trump should abandon past habits of exploitation that disrupt Africa's efforts for growth
and prosperity for all.
The Nigerian government has a range of options when reacting to problematic shifts in
U.S. policy under the Trump administration, especially with regards to counterterrorism,
trade, women's rights, climate change, and anti-corruption. Hillary Matfess lays out the
impact US foreign policy has on women's rights in Nigeria, the points of expected change
and continuity for women in Nigeria as a result of Trump's presidency, and suggested
ways forward to ensure the safeguarding of women's rights in Nigeria.
Woven throughout the volume are observations that Trump's election raises deeper
questions about the structure of political systems in the modern world. Concepts crucial
to the American political system are the focus of Professor Antonia T. Okoosi-Simbine
and Dr. Dhikru Adewale Yagboyaju's article. They use an analysis of terms from
'democracy' to 'electoral college' to underpin their argument that Trump's election marks
a resurgence of identity politics over performance politics; a move which they believe
threatens the US-Nigeria relationship.
Fundamentally, the possibilities and limitations of democracy have been questioned by
Trump's election. Irene Pogoson describes Trump's election as ushering in the potential
end of democracy, even, to borrow Francis Fukuyama's phrase: 'the end of history'. Udo
Jude Ilo concurs that Trump's election presents challenges to democracy, but by contrast
he sees this as a positive opportunity to create a more rewarding, representative form of
democracy. Jideofor Adibe opines that there may after all be a glimmer of Hope for Africa
with the Trumps' Presidency. According to Jideofor, Africans have always gravitated
towards the Democratic party and its administrations, yet history has shown that the
continent benefitted more from the Republican party led administrations. According to
him, it took Bill Clinton, who was regarded as the first 'Black President' before Barack
Obama, and Obama seven and five years in office respectively to formulate Africanfocused program. However, it took a Republican President, George W. Bush, only three
years on assumption of office to formulate PEPFAR, one of the most impactful aid
intervention on the continent.
It remains to be seen which of these predictions will come to pass, this volume provides
an illuminating insight into how the Trump administration is likely to affect Nigeria.
Idayat Hassan
Director, Centre for Democracy and Development,
Abuja 2017
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CHAPTER 1

CONJECTURES AND TRAJECTORIES IN
UNDERSTANDING THE RISE OF TRUMPISM
Abubakar Momoh

Introduction
he emergence of Donald Trump seems to offend some people. Others see
his emergence as against American culture or completely un-American.
His values are seen as irritant and offensive. Although he had forays into
partisan politics twice, he is a funder or financier of candidates (both Republican
and Democrats) and not a politician as such.

T

The Republicans are even at loss as to his how his emergence happened.
Everything that Trumpism embodies is against Republican values and seems to
have no parallel in recent American history. But the emergence of Trump was
not an accident, but a historical and dialectically necessity.
Since Barry Goldwater had a major challenge or rejection of his presidential
ambition of the Republican Party in 1964, there has been no other time in history
when Republicans have been so hit by internal wranglings. To be sure, since
1860, the Democrats have had more internal crises and division than
Republicans (in 1896, 1948, 1968 and 1972); the Republicans only had one crisis
in 1912.
However, between 1988 and 2015, there have been several other issues that have
mediated politics in America post –Reagan democrats which although saw the
Republicans controlling both houses of parliament, but were increasingly
disillusioned and the spirit of bipartisanship was increasingly condemned.
What I shall do here is merely outline the issues and elaborate them in a full
paper.
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Fear mongering as a weapon of winning elections
It is apparent that George W. Bush's defeat of John Kerry in 2004 was based on
the war on terror and the principles enunciated by Homeland security. The war
on terror started on January 26 1987, and Hezbollah killings of whites led to
Reagan's “Task Force 44” against seven male and one female Middle Easterner
in Los Angeles because of their support for Palestine.
The case went on in US courts for the next 20 years until the accused were given
favourable judgement, which set the war against terrorists - defined as Muslims.
With Norman Mineta as Secretary for Transport, religious profiling became an
ideology in the US, including the National Security Entry-Exit Registration
System (NSEERS) regime between 2002 and 2011. All of the 25 countries put
under security watch were Muslim countries, except North Korea. Under
NSEERS data was collected on over 80,000 aliens, including their thumbprints,
photos and so on, and they were constantly rechecked upon entry and exit.
Fear-mongering was seen by previous administrations as a major weapon whose
use was inelastic. Trump decided that it is now an approach that Republicans
need to go back to, especially in light of the nationalism sweeping over Europe
and the new wave of immigration from Syria. Trump needed to replay the
ideology of fear and war on terror to reclaim the lost American Whites and
independent voters.
From Liberal Individualism to Ultra-Nationalism
The global right wing momentum exemplified by Brexit and the antiimmigration policies of several ultra right wing groups has emboldened the US
alt-right in their open support and threats to voters. In the run-up to the
election, there was increasing disillusionment with the Republican Party and
lack of a clear candidate capable of facing Hillary Clinton. Both Marco Rubio
and Ted Cruz have Cuban ancestral origins which was against what the alt-right
was campaigning for - they wanted a “pure” White settler who could bring back
“America first”. Here, the fundamental values of familyhood, anti-abortion,
anti-gay policies of Ted Cruz did not please this group. They were willing to
abandon Republican values for the original basis of post-1492 settler America.
None of the leading candidates was willing to moderate this sentiment. Trump
cashed in on it and much more.
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There are in my view five factors that account for the rise of Trump:
1. The disillusionment of the White workers with their post foreclosure
status
2. The attempts to root out Barack Obama and make America
ungovernable such as the reinvention of the Tea Party movement
3. The war on terror and increasing use of “fear mongering” as a way to
restate “America First”
4. Movement from liberal individualism to Right wing nationalism
5. Populism and the unconventional methods used by Trump
White Workers
The processes of foreclosure in 2007-2008 saw many of the White workers
losing most of what they had and or its true value. The stimulus package of
Obama, which was meant to address not just Wall Street but “mainstream” was
seen as improving the lot of most immigrant, minority and “illegal” aliens. Many
Whites who could not leave the Rust Belt region became unemployed and were
looking for someone to blame for their economic disempowerment. They
sought “political revenge” through a return to White power, which they felt was
the only thing that could protect them.
Tea Party Movement
The Tea Party movement was a strong neo-con wing of the Republican Party
that was anti-Obama's social policies and sought to challenge and shoot down
anything pro-Obama on account of race. Sarah Palin, Vice Presidential
candidate to John McCain, was one of its key leaders. They organised a
nationwide movement that gave political meaning to the Khu Klux Khan
(KKK), an organisation to which Trump's father belonged.
The Tea Party movement led the opposition to bipartisanship in the Congress
and mobilised to ensure that many Democrats lost in the midterm elections of
2010. Those that lost their seats included long-standing and well-respected
Bipartisan Senators such as Dick Luga, who had served in the Senate for over 40
years. He did not even put up himself for re-election.
The activities of the Tea Party emboldened the White ultra-nationalists in the
form of the alt-right and they began the campaign to “reclaim America”, “take
American back to glory” with their new ideology of hate, division and isolation.
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Trumpism and its meaning
Trumpism has incoherent and inconsistent views often inarticulately stated that
represent the following: (i) anti-immigration (ii) anti-Semitism (iii) antiIslam (iv) racism (v) misogyny and (vi) ultra-nationalism. (Berkowitz, 2016).
As Alan Ware argues:
In the contemporary Republican party, differentiating your particular
brand of conservative ideas and policies from those of your rivals in order
to do that is difficult, because there are so few options available that will
make you truly distinctive.
This is why Trump's own strategy was conceived and implemented so
effectively. Already nationally well known, though not as a politician, he
made sure he got to the front of the pack early in the debating session… by
highly unusual and unconventional behaviour. He drew further
attention to his candidacy not by continuing to play his public persona as
an outspoken and flamboyant businessman. (Ware, 2016: 408).
Ware describes Trump as inconsistent, insulting, more extreme in his views, and
aggressive in his ideas. He “…tapped into the feelings and prejudices that many
potential voters had but rarely saw expressed in this form by politicians” (ibid:
409).
Ashcroft argues that Trump can be studied through the following
characteristics: (i) superficial (ii) grandiose (iii) deceitful (iv) lacks remorse (v)
lacks empathy (vi) doesn't accept responsibility (vii) impulsive (viii)
irresponsible (ix) adolescent anti-social behaviour and (x) adult anti-social
behaviour.
He attacked Cruz's father and alleged that he was involved in the murder of J.F.
Kennedy. He accused Rubio of being a professional liar. He openly attacked all
those he called Washington DC politicians, the lobbyists and so on.
Trump's incoherent campaign was based on the following goals: (i) dismantle
Obamacare (ii) deport all illegal immigrants (iii) build a wall on the Mexican
border (iv) climate change is a myth and there is a need to return to coal to create
more jobs (v) ban Muslims from entering the US (vi) slash taxes for businesses
and halt outsourcing (viii) review NAFTA (ix) impede access to abortion.
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The unspoken aspect of Trump's campaign is the role played by Paul Manafort,
a Washington lobbyist, with over 40 years experience, engaged by Trump. He
was trained by James A. Baker III, future US Secretary of State, in what is called
“pragmatic conservatism”. Manafort has a notorious history of being lobbyist
for most dictators from the third world including Ferdinand Marcos of
Philippines (who paid him USD900, 000 annually as consultancy), Jonas
Savimbi of Angola (who paid him USD600, 000), as well as leaders in Nigeria,
Somalia, and Kenya. Manafort is a quiet lobbyist who politically fixes anything
wrong and is able to persuade the American establishment to change its position
on things. Manafort was the person who fixed the Trump campaign structure
(Foer, 2016).
Due to the support of such strategists, allegations of assaulting eleven women,
not making tax returns for 18 years or having Trump University caught in
unethical practices did not work against Trump, politically. This is also in spite
of the fact that the mainstream media was in constant tension with Trump and
engaged in a war of words with him. This lead Trump to ask some of them not to
cover his programmes. All these are oddities in American politics, yet he won.
The role of those voters that Lou Dobbs calls “Independent” was indeed crucial
but we also need to take into consideration several other factors that gave rise to
Trumpism.
Conclusion
I have tried to argue that the rise of Trump needs to be historicised and
considered in the context of several factors, including ideology, new right wing
nationalist movements, and the confusion within the Republican Party in
rallying support around who truly shares “republican values”. The party could
not answer the latter question and therefore mainstream politicians found
themselves unable to hold forth against the Trump movement made up of a
coalition of the politically wounded and embittered White Americans.
Trump has three Supreme Court Justices to appoint during his tenure and over
100 vacant Federal Justice positions. This implies that the justice system may do
his bidding. With his team of billionaire and millionaire Secretaries, mostly
with private sector experience and lacking public sector experience - like Trump
himself - it is easy to see how the US will make a lot of fundamental foreign
policy and domestic policies blunders during Trump's tenure.
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CHAPTER 2

USA PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION OUTCOME 2016:
PERFORMANCE POLITICS DEMYSTIFIED?
Prof. Antonia T. Okoosi- Simbine
& Dr. Adewale Yagboyaju

Introduction

M

illions of Americans and multitudes of other nationalities across the
world woke up on November 9, 2016 to the shocking news of the
th
election of Mr. Donald Trump as the 45 President of the United
States of America (USA).
Hillary Clinton, for most of the build up to the election, enjoyed a higher rating
by almost all the leading opinion surveys and polls. CNN, BBC and Al Jazeera
among other prominent electronic media also favoured her in their broad-based
analyses and, in particular, phone-in programmes. Obviously, the direction of
these usually reliable polling entities, such as Gallup, IPSOS and CNN/Wall
Street Journal among others, had to do with Senator Clinton's enviable
credentials.
Against the background of what could be regarded as the rendering of Hillary's
credentials irrelevant as well as the possible dumping, even if momentarily, of
USA's age long “performance politics”, spontaneous riots broke out in many
cities such as Portland, California, Illinois, New York and Chicago, among
others. Indeed, there was a call for a re-count of the votes in Pennsylvania, which
a court only overturned on December 12, 2016. In other parts of the world,
including Nigeria, even when there were no riots, the victory of Donald Trump
was a huge surprise and generated concern, leading many observers to wonder
what this implies for the world, individual continents and, in particular, their
countries.
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Does Trump's victory, largely traceable to his unconventional views, his hate
campaigns and appeal to ethno-religious and racial sentiments, imply the
beginning of the end of the USA's long tradition of performance and concrete
deliverable-based politics? How will Trump's presidency affect Africa and
Nigeria specifically? What does Hillary's almost three million popular vote
advantage, which did not earn her the coveted prize, imply for majoritarian
democracy? What makes the outcome of the Electoral College contest superior
in the USA? What lesssons can Nigeria learn from the USA's system, processes
and procedures? These are the key questions that this paper sets out to address.
The paper has four main sections. These are: conceptual discourse; Trump as a
candidate; review of the outcome; and conclusion.
Conceptual Discourse
The main concepts in focus here are democracy, the Electoral College, identity
and performance politics. Other related issues and concepts that are explained as
part of these key terms and concepts include “politicisation of ethnicity”,
“ethnicisation of politics”, as well as prebendal and clientele politics, which are
dominant in identity politics.
The term “democracy” is widely regarded to have emerged from two Greek
words, demos meaning “people”, and kratia signifying “rule of or by” (Leeds
th
1981:91). In view of this focus on “people”, Abraham Lincoln, the USA's 16
president offered the oft-quoted definition of democracy as “the government of
the people, by the people and for the people”. In essence, whether in its direct
form where, as in the ancient small Greek city-states, all the citizens meet
together in one place for important state matters, or the indirect (representative)
form that is practised in many parts of the modern world, democracy is people
focused.
However, the term has become so expansive that it is difficult to precisely define.
In light of this, Dahl (1971) attempted to have “polyarchy” adopted in its place.
He had this to say:
I assume that a key characteristic of a democracy is the
continuing responsiveness of the government to the
preferences of its citizens, considered as political equals… I
should like to reserve the term “democracy” for a political
system, one of the characteristics of which is the quality of
being completely or almost completely responsive to all of
its citizens (Dahl 1971:1).
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Although this definition is criticized, for instance, on the basis of
“responsiveness” that is viewed as “vague and ambiguous” (Pennock 1979:265),
it still serves several useful purposes. The emphasis on “responsiveness” can, for
instance, be appreciated if it implies the extension of opportunities for
individuals to participate effectively in the management of public affairs.
In a broader sense, the liberal view of democracy seems more acceptable. It
embraces such notions as popular sovereignty, consent, equality and
representative government. Incidentally, a wide section of the modern
democratic world, the USA in particular, accepts these four elements - “popular
consent, political equality, majority rule, and popular consultation” - as the
foundation of democracy (Sullivan, Nakamura and Winters 1980:22; Joseph
1991:61). There are, however, many other perspectives on the democratic
theory. Among these, a prominent one is that espoused by radical theorists who,
according to Macpherson (1966:5), argue that democracy originally meant “rule
by the common people - the plebians”.
Whichever model is adopted, democracy is important because it implies that
government officials are accountable for their actions to the people, and this
provides some check on the misuse of power. This is necessary because all power
tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely. Also, it should be
noted that even in the radical model, which emphasises rule by the commoners,
government rests on the active or passive support of most of the governed, while
dominant political power lies in the hands of a minority.
The Electoral College as a concept is quite prominent in American politics and,
in view of the focus of this work, should be sufficiently explained. To start with,
the Electoral College is a mechanism for the indirect election of public officials.
For the purpose of electing the President and Vice President of the USA, a 538member Electoral College is created with each state represented in proportion
to its number of congressmen, plus three for the District of Columbia. To be
elected, a candidate must obtain an absolute majority (currently 270) in the
Electoral College. If no candidate emerges with an absolute majority, the US
House of Representatives makes the choice, with the delegation from each state
having one vote (Mclean and Alistair 2009; Leeds 1981).
The original intention was to avoid “the dangers of democracy said to be
inherent in direct election by the people or indirect by the Congress” (Leeds
1981:142). However, with the rise of political parties, electors were chosen by
voters on the basis of party affiliation. They were party nominees pledged to
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vote according to party wishes. Occasionally, states elect unpledged electors, or
electors break their pledge and vote for a candidate other than the one they said
they would. Electors cannot be punished for this because of the constitutional
origins of the college.
The Electoral College system has been severally criticised, particularly because
of instances of “misfired” elections (where, like in 2016, a loser gained more
popular votes than the winner), and “the contingency arrangements that come
into play when no candidate wins a majority in the Electoral College” (Mclean
and Alistair 2009:166). The elections of 1824, 1876, 1888, 2000 and 2016
misfired, while misfires came perilously close in 1844, 1880, 1884, 1960 and
1968. Of these, 1876, 2000 and 2016 sparked legitimacy crises (see Mclean and
Alistair 2009).
To conceptualise “identity politics”, it is important to note that it essentially
draws from the etymological opinion on the affective ties to certain
“primordial” identities that are often cultural in character. It is in the light of this
that citizens are reminded, in particular, of their ethno-religious and such other
group differences in identity politics. In essence, while merit is de-emphasised,
ascriptive criteria such as race, colour, language, caste, religion and, possibly,
class as well as status are accorded prominence (see Parsons 1951; Peters 1978).
Loyalty to a party, in identity politics, is maintained irrespective of its
performance or reputation, while the government such a party controls delivers
patronage to loyalists rather than services to the generality of the people.
“Performance politics”, on the other hand, typifies a system of politics in which
the people punish governments that perform poorly by voting them out, while
they sustain those that perform well. Performance politics is associated with
genuine democracy in which free and fair elections are the norm. The system
ensures among other things that all those qualified to vote can “obtain voters'
cards and voters are guided by issues and principles, not necessarily
personalities” (Yagboyaju 2010:32; see Collier 2007).
Finally, the concepts of racism, ethnicity as well as such terms as “sectionalism”
and “pillarization” among such others that are positively or negatively
associated with the common consciousness of shared origins and traditions
among groups of people are quite important for this paper and, indeed, in many
other discourses on politics. They are, for instance, adaptable for illustrations in
the analysis of racial prejudice and minority politics among others. For example,
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the influence of racism as an ideology was evident under European colonialism,
in Nazi practices in Hitler's Germany, in South Africa's apartheid system and
sometimes even in developed systems such as the USA, as it manifested in the
country's 2016 presidential election campaigns, for instance.
The terms “ethnicisation of politics” and “politicisation of ethnicity” are
respectively adopted to describe conditions in which ethnicity is adopted as the
core issue in society's very important political decisions and the giving of
political interpretations to important activities and decisions by prominent
ethnic groupings.
Trump as a candidate
Trump is well-known as a shrewd businessman who “created a global Trump
brand, but he is much less known for his sharp business practices, which
attracted repeated litigation and led to multiple bankruptcies” (Akinnaso
2016:64). Compared to Clinton, Trump can hardly be described as an orthodox
presidential candidate. He never held any elective or appointive political office
before running for president.
In light of this, Clinton appeared superior in terms of her qualifications,
experience, preparedness, doggedness and loyalty among other factors that are
more adaptable to “performance politics”, as explained in a preceding section of
the paper, while on the other hand Trump, as a “proven racist, sexist, misogynist
and protectionist” (Akinnaso: Ibid), typified a candidate for “identity politics”.
In essence, Clinton, despite her political opponents' criticisms on the 2012
attack on US facilities in Benghazi, Libya, in which four Americans were killed
while she was Secretary of State and her careless, but not criminal, handling of
official emails, still appeared the most qualified and prepared candidate.
The Electoral Outcome
Donald Trump won 62,792,756 votes or 46.3%of the popular vote and 302 votes
from the Electoral College, as against Clinton's 65,431,654 votes or 48.2% of the
popular vote, and 232 votes from the Electoral College. He made history as the
richest man to become the USA's president and the oldest man, at 71 in January
2017, to be in that office on first inauguration. That aside, he is the second person
in American history to become President without either serving in the military
or holding public office.
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However, there are several points with far-reaching national and international
dimensions from which lessons could be drawn in respect of Trump's electoral
victory. First, throughout the primaries, Trump ran as an outsider against his
own party's establishment candidates, and won. This partly accounted for the
decision of some party men who vowed to abstain from voting. Thus, it should
not be too surprising that Trump eventually won in the general elections when
he ran against the Democratic Party's establishment candidate. It simply implied
that Trump was an anti-establishment candidate.
Secondly, Trump's victory was in a way a victory for nationals versus
immigrants, even when the nationals were themselves descendants of
immigrants; rural versus urban America; the working class as well as struggling
middle class versus the elite; and the outsider versus establishment (Akinnaso
2016:48). This point confirms the one raised above.
In addition, Trump earned his victory by fuelling people's fears and anxieties
about the future with a campaign aimed at the White working and struggling
middle classes, especially in rural America. Most of such people, who had lost
their jobs in the manufacturing sector, have no college degree and skills in new
technology jobs and are, therefore, difficult to retrain. Incidentally, they are
mostly Whites who, for a long time had opportunities and privileges that were
largely unchallenged by competition from Blacks and other minorities who
struggled to acquire college degrees and other such skills that liberated them.
The role of the media in this, especially the radio and its extensive reach, cannot
be downplayed. Fox News and Conservative Radio, particularly the latter's
“Talk Show”, are the main reference points for illustration here. Not only were
they useful for Trump's mission because of their coverage in America's rural and
semi-urban settings, they also exploited the freedom of expression to
dehumanise Obama and everything that he stood for, despite his mother being
White.
Politically, these differences translate to race and identity as “the dividing line in
American politics, which roughly matches the ideological divide between the
two major parties” (Akinnaso 2016a: 48). On the one hand, rural America,
which voted overwhelmingly for Trump, is White and inward-looking. On the
other, urban America, which voted for Clinton, is diverse, liberal and
cosmopolitan. Meanwhile, there were probably overlaps, as in the case of White
members of the Democratic Party and Christians from minority groups who
bought into Trump's idea of blocking Muslim immigrants or intensively vetting
Muslim applicants and, therefore, voted for him.
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Thus, rural America responded well to Trump's anti-globalisation message just
as they responded to his anti-immigrant message, because of their belief that
immigrants took their jobs. Trump promised to build a wall across the Mexican
border, deport illegal immigrants and impose heavy taxation on companies that
outsource jobs in order to force them to bring such jobs back and discourage
further outsourcing.
It should also be noted that the pollsters and media organisations such as CNN
missed the point in their concentration on the Obama factor, forgetting that the
latter was not on the ticket. This aside, the data deployed by them was largely
skewed in favour of urban America. The case of Pennsylvania is quite apt for
illustration. Clinton won by a margin of nearly four to one in Philadelphia and
surrounding suburban counties, but whatever she gained in these urban settings
“were offset by Trump's votes from rural Pennsylvania counties” (Akinnaso
2016a: 48).
Also, the gullibility of rural voters points to a deep gap in American education.
According to the 2010 census data, “less than 40% of Americans hold a college
degree”, while educational attainment in the Rust Belt is much less than the
national average, “and this explains why voters there took Trump's campaign
seriously, believing in his promises” (Akinnaso: Ibid).
An international dimension to Trump's victory, which cannot be
underestimated, derives from the disposition of European politicians on the far
right. Take for example, Prime Minister Viktor Orban of Hungary, and
prominent office seekers such as Marine Le Pen and Geert Wilders of France and
the Netherlands respectively. They are in agreement that the pro-globalisation
and pro-immigration consensus promoted by mainstream politicians and the
media has been “overturned by the politics of heightened nationalism,
immigrant-bashing and anti-globalization” (Akinnaso: Ibid) due to Trump's
victory, and should be applauded. For them, Trump's victory implies a radical
restructuring of the USA's political landscape and beyond.
In another dimension, Trump's victory may imply the reduction of the
relevance of the campaign for gender equality and women's representation in
politics. It should be noted that election funders and campaign financiers are
often particular about this. But, Trump's campaign and election were reported
to have been solely financed by himself.
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Finally, Africa, and Nigeria in particular, have great lessons to draw from
Trump's victory. First, it is unlikely that the USA under President Trump will
initiate any new developmental agreement with Africa, if only it continues
implementing existing ones. Secondly, for Nigeria and other African countries,
the USA's system of election and campaign funding has once again shown how
impactful a transparent system could be. In view of Trump's threat on illegal
immigrants, African governments need to prepare for a possible return of their
citizens who may be affected. There is also the need for them to start building
more equitable systems that will make illegal travel to other parts of the world
largely unattractive. The USA and other such developed systems that obviously
condone less corruption and abuse of privileges gradually became must-go
destinations for Nigerians because of their own country's largely inequitable
and ineffective system.
Conclusion
The emergence of Donald Trump as the 45th President of the USA as against the
much anticipated victory for Hillary Clinton in that country's 2016 presidential
election is a clear indication that the American political system and its mature
political culture can also come under the influence of emotions. Against the
long-held principles of universalism that in particular led in 2008 to the
emergence of a Black man and minority, Barack Obama, as President, the USA
in the 2016 presidential election opted for ascriptive and particularistic
tendencies, which often promote sectionalism, favouritism and mediocrity.
Apparently, not only does this imply a possible decline in America's influence
around the world, it could also signify the resurgence of identity politics over
and above performance politics. For Nigeria and other parts of Africa, Trump's
presidency, which is likely to be unfriendly, should serve as a wake-up call.
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CHAPTER 3

AFRICA MEETS AND TRUMP

Okello Oculi

''When they look to the future, they see growing
obstacles, but nobody having their back. They
can't keep up, they work hard but can't move
ahead'. The top priority for voters was ''protecting
American jobs here at home''

T

hat extract is from a report for senior campaign staff of Hillary Clinton
submitted by Joel Bennenson on June 15, 2016. The team took notice
and started paying attention to voters in the industrial states of
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin. The staff, however, took their
eyes off that guiding light when Trump went wild with insulting women and
Mexicans, mocking a disabled man and pledging to ban Muslims from entering
his America. It was a disastrous error.
Donald Trump, a billionaire real estate businessman, does not fit Amilcar
Cabral's notion of a capitalist ''committing class suicide'' in a dedication to lead
a revolution against the economic paradise he revels in. He talked tongue-incheek about the paradox of living 600 feet above ground in an apartment whose
floor is covered with so lush a carpet that his staff have to wear cloth on their feet
to avoid soiling it, and yet the poor people ''love him and he loves them''.
As a teenager he attended a military cadet school from which he must have learnt
to hit and be hit back hard. As an adult he used to ''moonlight as a wrestler''
where he must have noted the gullibility of crowds hungry for what a Time
magazine correspondent tagged as ''the triumph of the great man, the disruptive
man, the entertaining man''. These traits drove his election campaign tactics.
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Africa has seen the appeal of the rude, vulgar, entertaining man in leaders from
Idi Amin Dada to Mobutu Sese Koko. Idi Amin told African heads of state
attending a summit at Addis Ababa that if President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania
was a woman he would have married him; urged the British High Commissioner
to thank Queen Elizabeth II from the ''heart of my bottom''; and sat regally on a
chair while a team of white Britons carried him on their shoulders. Mobutu Sese
Seko allegedly showed his power over his cabinet members by having sex with
their wives and reporting the conquest to them; adding to his name the title of
''Kukubendu Wazabanga'' meaning ''the cock that climbs atop all hens''.
Trump has a similar approach to these leaders, using language to shock and
undermine – from mimicking a disabled journalist to referring to his opponent
as ''crooked Hillary''.
Brilliant psychologists invented campaign advertisements which slipped
prejudices and hatred into the minds of voters as a substitute for reasoned
debates. Disgusted and alienated citizens failed to register to vote; and their
numbers kept increasing. As a television show-host, Trump decided that he
would pull the alienated and ''ignored people'' into politics by making himself
the advertisement. He would brazenly talk out fears and prejudices of
unemployed husbands, business owners losing local markets to imports from
China.
A new Trump diplomatic relationship with Africa would be radical if he
reversed colonial legacies of violent looting of Africa and supported creative
initiatives for industrialisation by Africans. In his inaugural speech he rejected
America defending borders of other countries, presumably referring to Ukraine
and former constitutive states of the former Soviet Union. Perhaps he will not
commit President Woodrow Wilson's duplicity of advocating independence for
Europeans but not for Africans oppressed by colonial dictatorships.
Considering Trump's less bellicose attitude towards Putin's Russia, African
diplomats must push for a season of reparation and reconstructive investment in
Africa by those NATO countries that bombarded Libya during the Arab Spring
– including low military Norway, Denmark and Sweden. It has been suggested
that Gaddafi triggered NATO's intervention by allocating 100 billion American
dollars to a gas production and manufacturing factory in Alexandra on Egypt's
Mediterranean coast. Gaddafi and Mubarak also invited the Italian company
ENI and a Russian gas giant, Gasprov, to participate in the transportation and
distribution sectors. With Russia already supplying gas to Europe through
Ukraine, her involvement with gas supply from Europe's southern flank would
constitute a stranglehold. The collateral damage on Africa from NATO's panic
has been, and continue to be, enormous.
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As a leading American businessman, Trump must share the contempt that the
business class has for Africa's leaders. His caustic and condescending reference
to decay, poverty and drug-addiction in African-American ghettoes in
America's inner cities – both in his attack of John Lewis, a legend of the struggle
by African-Americans for their civil and human dignity, and in his inaugural
speech – also swirled as a cloud across Africa. His mocking chant of ''talk, talk,
talk and no action. Sad!'' is applicable to corrupt African elites making long
speeches while corruption flies as their banner. Thabo Mbeki, former President
of South Africa, is chair of an African Union Committee charged with
investigating financial haemorrhage in Africa. His preliminary report showed
that a total of $150 billion is annually exported from Africa by corrupt officials
collaborating with multinational corporations.
Trump's apparent contempt for corrupt leaders among African-American
communities and in African countries should be translated into siding with
Africa in fighting corruption by foreigners doing business in Africa; and
combating South American drug barons whose destructive trade continues to
ruin youths in America and Africa. A ''Marshall Plan'' for African-American
communities and development-generating investment in Africa would be a
reversal of the hate diplomacy that has for centuries marked Euro-America's
relations with Africans and people of African descent.
Trump accused China of committing ''the biggest rape in the history of
mankind'' in trading with the United States. His selective history ignores the
Euro-American slave trade; colonial lootery, and apartheid - condemned by the
United Nations as a ''a crime against humanity''. It is, however, a useful
hyperbole that should warn China in her economic diplomacy with Africa.
A TIME magazine journalist noted that during the election campaign, ''Trump
magnified the divisions of the present, inspiring new levels of anger and fear
within his country''. That depiction encapsulates the footprints of EuroAmerican relations with Africa: from igniting a civil war six days after Congo's
th
independence on 30 June 1960, and supervising the assassination of its
democratically elected prime minister Patrice Lumumba, to precipitating a civil
war in South Sudan from 31st December, 2013. The evil in this diplomatic
tradition has often been disrupted when communist China and the former
Soviet Union backed African liberation movements. It is as if Euro-American
leaders lit African blood into flames for their astronauts to view from space. It is
hoped that Trump shall also heal America with a new diplomacy that abandons
habits of exploitation and disruption of Africa's efforts for growth and
prosperity for all.
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An American media owned and guided by managers of a ''Liberal Democracy''
who ignore the sufferings of those they exploit expressed shock at Trump's
blunt focus on the ''forgotten Americans'' whose jobs have been taken away to
other lands and national income channelled into military adventures against
Russia.
Trump is taking over an America which has long been run on cynical lies:
Calling itself a ''democracy'' when millions of African-Americans were denied
the right to vote and the ''dividends of good governance''. Claiming to be a postindustrial society when millions of children died from malnutrition in over 12
states in the South and communities relied on pit-latrines. Remaining smug
when surveys showed that gun-violence brought dead bodies to a hospital in
Harlem and Southside Chicago every ten seconds, and levels of education were
way below those of Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. It is hoped that Trump
will keep his eyes on healing his land and its anti-development global diplomacy
as expressed in attempts to wreck the Russia-China-India-Brazil-South Africa
pact.
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CHAPTER 4

US-AFRICA RELATIONS UNDER TRUMP:
ISSUES AND CHOICES
Jideofor Adibe

O

n Friday 20th January 2017, Donald Trump formally assumed office as
the 45th President of the United States. At 70, he becamethe oldest
person to be elected President of the United States, beating the record
set by Ronald Reagan who became President at 69. The billionaire businessman
(worth about$3.7bn in 2016 according to Forbes)1 also made history as the first
person elected President of the USA with zero government or military
experience.
But what will his presidency portend for Africa or Nigeria? True, Mr Trump
2
said pretty awful things about Africans and about every other person who
disagreed with his political opinions during the campaigns. After barely one
week in office, he announced a spate of Presidential orders, including
suspending the State Department's Refugee Assistance Programme and
ordering the suspension of the issuance of visas to seven Muslim countries
(Syria, Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen) for 120 days. There are
also rumours that the two-year multiple entry visas issued to some Nigerians
will be stopped. Despite these early scary starts, I think we need to come to terms
with the reality of his election to the presidency and the fact that even if he turns
out to be as bad as he was during the campaigns or as his early days in office
suggest, there are still pretty good options available to us. And that is assuming
that both the American and global institutions are unable to restrain him!
1 Forbes (2016), 'Donald Trump's Fortune Falls $800 Million To $3.7 Billion, Forbesbillionares, September 28,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jenniferwang/2016/09/28/the-definitive-look-at-donald-trumps-wealthnew/#c722be47a581
2 Nasty things that Trump allegedly said about Africans include that Africans are lazy, that African immigrants in
the United States should be deported, and that Africa as a continent should be recolonized. But many of the nasty
things allegedly said by Trump about Africans have been dispute. See for instance Quartz (2016), 'The truth about
what Donald Trump has and hasn't said about Africans', November 15. https://qz.com/836476/the-truth-aboutwhat-donald-trump-has-and-hasnt-said-about-africans/
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I have a number of grounds for this cautious optimism:
One, the late Mario Matthew Cuomo, the American Democratic politician who
served as the 52nd Governor of New York State for three consecutive terms,
famously said "you campaign in poetry. You govern in prose". In essence, while
you can get away with sound bites during campaigns, it will be a different ball
game when it comes to actual governance.
As President, Trump will need detailed explanation, costing and probably
Congressional authorisation to translate many of his sound bites into
programmes and projects. In a democracy the wheels of governance turn rather
slowly and cautiously so convertinga sound bite into a government programme
is unlikely to be smooth-selling, especially in a highly litigious country like the
USA. I liken much of Donald Trump's campaign rhetoric to what boxers would
call 'trash talks' before a bout.
The boxers will often boast of what they will do to each other in the ring –
sometimes to psych themselves up or intimidate their opponents or as a
marketing gimmick. The difficulty in translating talk into policy has already
been shown in the controversy that has dogged each of the executive orders
issued so far by Trump3. His executive order to suspend the issuance of visas to
seven Muslim countries, (including Somalia and Sudan) has been seriously
condemned by Americans, including Republicans, and several European
countries such as France and Germany.
Two, the legitimate angst in the country about Donald Trump's presidency
sometimes presupposes that a Hillary Clinton presidency would have been
better for the continent. I am not sure about that. During the campaign, I was as
much concerned about a Clinton presidency as I was about Trump.
For one, I see her as very hawkish. I am among those who believe that her
obsession with 'regime change' in countries like Syria and Libya when she was
Secretary of State helped to unleash forces that culminated in the emergence of
the so-called Islamic State. The vacuum created through such regime changes (or
efforts to invoke regime change in the case of Syria) also led to ready availability
of weapons that helped to fuel insurgency in the Sahel region. In this sense, I do
not believe that Clinton was good for Africa – just as there are legitimate
concerns about Donald Trump's outbursts and executive orders from as little as
two weeks into his presidency.

3 See for instance WNEDP.com, (2017), 'Trump's Executive Order Controversy', January 30,
http://wnep.com/2017/01/30/trumps-executive-order-controversy/
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Three, American foreign policy- just like the foreign policy of most countriescould be interpreted using the Concentric Circles theory. Originally developed
by sociologist Ernest Burgess in 1925 to explain urban social structures, Ibrahim
Gambari, former Nigeria's Minister of Foreign Affairs, helped to popularise its
application in the analysis of Nigeria's foreign policy4. As applied to foreign
policy, this theory tells us that every country has core national interests
(innermost of the concentric circles) and peripheral interests (the outermost
circle).
America's core foreign policy concerns have never really included Africa,
explaining why most American Presidents visit Africa or formulate their Africa
initiatives only at the twilight of their tenures. In this sense, it does not really
matter who becomes America's President because relations with Canada,
Europe, South America and the Middle East will always be privileged over
relations with Africa.
Four, apart from Trump's alleged outrageous outbursts and scary start, our
attitude to Donald Trump seems to be also influenced by identity politics.
Traditionally, the Democratic Party is regarded as a party of the Blacks – our
'cousins' in the USA while the Republican Party is supposedly dominated by
racists. This means that most Africans and African-Americans have intuitive
angst about any Republican President and will instinctively root for a
Democratic candidate – if there is no viable Black person in the race. This
perhaps partly explains why, before the emergence of Obama, Bill Clinton was
widely marketed as the 'First Black' President because he supposedly likes
Blacks and his government had a number of African-American-friendly
policies.
However, the underlying assumptions of identity politics quite often cannot
withstand rigorous empirical interrogation. For instance, it took Bill Clinton,
the first 'Black President' before Obama, seven years after coming to power to
formulate any major initiative on Africa – the African Growth Opportunity
Act(AGOA) - which was signed into law in May 2000. Similarly it took our
'brother' Obama five good years after coming into office to formulate any major
initiative on Africa – Power Africa, a five year initiative which he launched in
Tanzania during his Africa tour in 2013.On the other hand, a Republican
President, George W. Bush, formulated a major African initiative – the
President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) in 2003 -only three
years after coming to office.

4 Gambari, Ibrahim (1989), Theory and Reality in foreign policy making: Nigeria after the Second Republic- (New
York, Prometheus Books)
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In terms of impact, while Bill Clinton's AGOA certainly has helped some
African countries like South Africa, Lesotho, Swaziland and Kenya to export to
America without paying custom duties5, George Bush's PEPFAR is regarded as
6
the largest ever initiative in the world by one country to combat a disease .
Before the initiative, people were dying regularly in several African countries
from HIV/AIDS because less than 50,000 people had access to life-saving antiretroviral drugs.
With PEPFAR, which guaranteed $15bn to be spent over five years, 9.5 million
men, women and children have been supported to access lifesaving ART as of
September 30 20157.PEPFAR also supported the testing and counselling of
millions of HIV-infected people during the period. In July2008, George W Bush
renewed, revised and expanded the programme with a budget of $48bn through
2013.On the other hand, our 'brother' Obama's Power Africa promised 30,000
megawatts of electricity for 60 million households (to be funded jointly by the
African Development Bank, private sector partners, the United States and the
governments of the affected countries) but delivered less than 400 megawatts by
the end of 20168.
In the same vein, Obama'sUS-Africa Summit in 2014, which brought some 35
African Presidents and other leading Africans to Washington, turned out to be
9
just another gesture politics that delivered little or nothing 'on the ground' . In
the USA, African-Americans were givenmore prominent positions in the
cabinet of George W Bush than under either Clinton or Obama. In essence, the
underlying assumption in identity politics – namely that 'our own' will better
protect our interests does not often stand empirical scrutiny. This means that
despite the fact thatTrump isa Republican,who has shown scary campaign
rhetoric and begun with an unpromising start, it is too early to predict how his
presidency will turn out for Nigerians in particular and Africans in general.
Five, even if Donald Trump chooses to rule the way he campaigned or as his
early days in office have shown, it will not be a catastrophe for Nigeria. His
provocative style meant that he was inaugurated as one of the most controversial
presidents in American political history. He is already facing huge domestic
5 Njirani, John (2014), AGOA: 'The US–Africa trade dilemma', African Renewal, December,
http://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/december-2014/agoa-us%E2%80%93africa-trade-dilemma
6 Bush, Barbara Pierce (2013), 'A Decade Of Success In The Global Fight Against HIV And AIDS', July 21,
https://www.forbes.com/sites/skollworldforum/2013/07/21/a-decade-of-success-in-the-global-fight-against-hivand-aids/#1beac25c4d81
7 PEPFAR (2016), '2016 Annual Report to Congress', p.6
https://www.pepfar.gov/documents/organization/253940.pdf
8 Bloomberg (2016), 'Obama's Africa Power Plan Falls Short, Leaving Continent in Dark', September 21,
https://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2016-09-21/africa-left-in-dark-as-9-7-billion-obama-power-planfalls-short
9 Adibe, Jideofor, 'US-Africa Summit: Another Gesture Politics?', Daily Trust, August 8, (back page).
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pressures, including from lingering suspicions in some quarters that Russia
might have influenced his election10 and angst that he was able to win the
presidency despite losing the popular vote by nearly three million votes.11 Calls
12
for his impeachment have been growing louder by the day in the US . Trump is
also likely to have a major issue with China (which is the largest foreign holder of
US debt) if he continues with his 'two-China' rhetoric13. He is already stirring up
a Cold War with Europe with his threat to review America's involvement and
14
funding of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) – an
intergovernmental military alliance formed in 1949 with the primary aim of
safeguarding the freedom and security of its members through political and
military means.
If Trump chooses to pursue isolationism, as he indicated during the campaigns
and his executive orders so far are pointing to, European and other powers will
retaliate and Africa may benefit from such – as it arguably did during the Cold
War by playing one power against the other. Let us also not forget that even
though the USA is the largest economy in the world, it is only Africa's third
largest trading partner behind China and the European Union. If America's
institutions are unable to restrain Trump and he succeeds in pushing the USA
into isolationism, he may end up being America's version of Gorbachev, who
will help to accelerate the country's decline. Already some people in California,
which voted overwhelmingly for the Democratic Party, are calling for the State
to secede from the USA15. So, as we say in Nigeria, 'No shaking', if Trump
throws his worst at us.
The above is not to suggest that there are no legitimate concerns about Donald
Trump's presidency – especially given his alleged caustic remarks about Africa
and some African countries. So far, American public opinion and institutions
are showing good signs that they are more than capable of reigning in Trump's
excesses. There are also system dynamics that either radicalise or de-radicalise
leaders in office. It is still too early to know how Trump's presidency can affect
Nigerians and Africans.
10 See for instance The Guardian (2016), 'What we know about Russia's interference in the US election', December 16,
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/dec/16/qa-russian-hackers-vladimir-putin-donald-trump-us-presidentialelection
11 CNN (2016), 'It's official: Clinton swamps Trump in popular vote', December 22,
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/12/21/politics/donald-trump-hillary-clinton-popular-vote-final-count/
12 ABC News (2017), 'City of Alameda Calls For Impeachment of President Donald Trump', March 8,
http://abc7news.com/politics/alameda-calls-for-impeachment-of-president-donald-trump/1790290/
13 Yahoo Finance (2016), 'Donald Trump Ramps Up Anti-China Rhetoric, Pledges 35% Tax On Companies That Leave
US', December 5, http://finance.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-ramps-anti-china-161434923.html
14 Vox (2017), 'Trump just threatened to dismantle the European-American alliance as we know it', January 16,
http://www.vox.com/world/2017/1/16/14285232/trump-eu-nato-interview
15 CNBC (2017), ‘California secession movement starts gathering petition signatures’, January 27,
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/01/27/california-succession-movement-starts-gathering-petition-signatures.html
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CHAPTER 5

TRUMPISM: EXAMINING DEMOCRACY
AND ITS DISCONTENTS IN NIGERIA
Udo Jude Ilo
Introduction

T

he Trump election in the US represents the current trend of a backlash
against governments across the globe. It also shows a growing
resentment for democracy as we currently practice it and the feeling by
many citizens that democracy and its elected officials have not adequately
protected their interests. These frustrations find an outlet in the blame narrative
that politicians like Trump have been able to spin and exploit. While the
rationale for these disturbing trends may have alternate explanations and in
some cases, specific national interpretations, the reality is that democracy and
democratic values are under serious attack, fuelled in part by nationalistic
sentiments and racism - as has been argued in relation to the United States
1
elections.
In West Africa, it appears that we have put more of a premium on the form of
democracy rather than its substance. Our yardstick for measuring democracy
relates more to its procedural purity rather than substantive impact on citizens.
Were elections properly conducted? Is the election management body
independent? Does the political system guarantee separation of power? Are
elections conducted periodically? These questions when answered in the
positive often provide a sense of democratic governance but it should only be a
part of the picture.
My thesis is that democracy as a normative value is hollow if it does not in
practice impact the lives of citizens. The concept of a social contract posits that
1Toni Morrison, 'Mourning for Whiteness'. Available at:
http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/11/21/aftermath-sixteen-writers-on-trumps-america#morrison
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society and government is formed for the general good. Therefore, democracy is
only effective when it is not just 'by' the people but also 'for' the people. The
essential test for every government is not about how well elections are
conducted but also how well people are governed. As US Supreme Court Justice
Louis Brandeis stated: "We can either have democracy in this country or we can
have great wealth concentrated in the hands of a few, but we can't have both."2
In the absence of the "impactful essence of democracy" citizens begin to support
principles or individuals that do not conform to the traditional notion of
democracy or the values that support it. The Trump phenomenon is a clear
example of "disruption of the status quo" that citizens seem to crave.
Understanding Trends of Democracy Fatigue:
Democracy has often been described as the least vile form of government
because though it is inherently imperfect only the careful implementation of its
principles makes it any better. Speaking in the House of Lords in November 11,
1947, Winston Churchill said:
Many forms of Government have been tried, and will be
tried in this world of sin and woe. No one pretends that
democracy is perfect or all-wise. Indeed it has been said that
democracy is the worst form of Government except for all
3
those other forms that have been tried from time to time…
Democracy is inherently defective. It can quickly turn into the tyranny of the
majority4 or the boys club of the elites. While the various checks and balances
inherent in the separation of powers may help, it is the effective application of its
principles and functioning of its institutions that make it possible for citizens to
feel democracy. The current trend is that people across the world experience
more of the inadequacies of democracy than its potential for good. John Adams
captured this very eloquently when he argued:
"Remember, democracy never lasts long. It soon wastes, exhausts, and
murders itself. There never was a democracy yet that did not commit
suicide. It is in vain to say that democracy is less vain, less proud, less
selfish, less ambitious, or less avaricious than aristocracy or monarchy. It is
not true, in fact, and nowhere appears in history. Those passions are the
same in all men, under all forms of simple government, and when
2 Available at: http://inequality.org/quotes/louis-brandeis/
3 Available at: https://richardlangworth.com/worst-form-of-government
4 "Democracy is nothing more than mob rule, where fifty-one percent of the people may take away the rights of the
other forty-nine percent." Thomas Jefferson, Author of the Declaration of Independence, 3rd President of the U. S.
Paul Bowden, Telling It Like It Is, Page 236
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unchecked, produce the same effects of fraud, violence, and cruelty.
When clear prospects are opened before vanity, pride, avarice, or
ambition, for their easy gratification, it is hard for the most
considerate philosophers and the most conscientious moralists to
resist the temptation. Individuals have conquered themselves.
5
Nations and large bodies of men, never."
The point made by Adams is very clear: when democracy doesn't work
properly, it is as dangerous as any other form of government. The reality of our
time is that it appears that democracy is failing people. People are perceiving
democracy from their personal experiences and hence there is an increasing
fatigue with democracy because it has not delivered as people desired or
provided a balance to competing interests.
I approach this challenge from four interrelated perspectives1. The ideological perspective, which views these trends as a clash of
ideologies (often fed by growing misinformation that demonises the other side).
The traditional notion that democracy and "progressive ideas" are inherently
healthy for countries and acceptable to "rational" people is increasingly being
disputed. No side holds the absolute truth. Concepts such as climate change and
affirmative action are getting serious push back, not because people don't
believe in the issues around it in the West, but more due to the primacy of
relevance that has been bestowed on such issues at the detriment of other issues
that people find more pressing.
The narrative of some democratic governments in the West has focused on
progressive ideas that many people perceive as unimportant. The issue is not
whether or not people who hold opposing views are right or wrong. The
problem is that increasingly, some people feel that the government is not
concerned by issues that are important to them. The growing lack of tolerance
by progressives for 'non-progressive' views has escalated anger and sustained
the desire to 'disrupt' by many citizens. The voting pattern of White Christians
6
in the last US elections is a clear example .
2. Economic frustration. There is growing inequality and the tendency for
people to irrationally blame others (system of governments, immigrants,
5 Available at: http://www.godtheoriginalintent.com/democracy_republic_quotes.html
6 See Christian Today Report available at http://www.christianitytoday.com/gleanings/2016/november/trumpelected-president-thanks-to-4-in-5-white-evangelicals.html
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Muslims, liberals) for their own misfortune. Economic growth has been on the
rise but development has been slow. Even in the West, prosperity has been
7
uneven. People on the lower rung of society have suffered disproportionally.
When democracy does not deliver on good governance, citizens' question its
essence and begin to look for "alternatives". Citizens turn against each other in
trying to find solutions to their problems.
3. The manipulation of laws and rules. In Africa, elections have constantly
been manipulated, ostensibly within the accepted remit of the law, to suit
politicians' interests. Presidents buy up the constitutional process for personal
interest. When you place their actions side by side with their laws, they have
done nothing wrong. They buy the legislature to amend the constitution to give
them extra terms, influence the electoral process to ensure they get a favourable
result and effortlessly get the approval of the courts to legitimise their stolen
mandate. By every standard of democratic rules, they have been legally elected
but they do not represent the mandate and will of the people. When democracy
is manipulated in this way, people begin to look for solutions outside
democracy.
This applies to repressive laws and practices that allow the government to
muzzle opposition and limit citizen's rights. The courts in most instances side
with the government, thereby providing a judicial wrapping for what is
invariably an abuse of rights. When democracy limits choice and provides no
alternative within its systems, citizens have reasons to seek for their solutions
outside of the "democratic" system.
4. Our often one-sided narrative on governance and society. There is
reluctance to adequately listen to opposing views which fuels the feeling of
exclusion. We are quick to label opposing views as bigoted, closed-minded,
clannish or fundamentalist. We do not listen enough and we are often enveloped
in the arrogance of our progressive or conservative credentials. Within the
Nigerian context, this is exacerbated by a feeling of helplessness that our
concerns cannot be served by conventional means or that we cannot be heard in
a civil conversation.
Questioning Democracy
It is important that we shed the limiting mindset that views democracy
according to its form rather than its substance. The only advantage democracy

7 ‘Working for the Few’, Oxfam. Available at: https://www.oxfam.org/sites/www.oxfam.org/files/bp-working-forfew-political-capture-economic-inequality-200114-en.pdf
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can claim over other forms of government is how it impacts on the welfare of
citizens. Nazi Germany could lay claim to being a democracy in form but in
substance was atrocious. By contrast, the African Charter on Democracy,
Election and Governance provides a good example of how to interpret
democracy. The Charter is a unique document rooted in the realities of Africa. It
is forward looking. It recognises the integral role of elections and good
8
governance as a tool for peace building and development within the region . It is
important to stress the unique nature of the Charter. While it provides a
measurable yardstick for procedural democracy, it talks about good governance
as an end product of democracy.
We have to rethink our definition of democracy and emphasise the link between
democracy and citizens' well being. While the form of democracy is important
to building legitimacy, it should never be the end result of our effort.
Is democracy truly the best form of government? Many progressives find this
question disturbing. We have deified democracy and cloaked it in an immutable
toga of YES. For many people, it is unconscionable to question democracy.
However, the mixed results from democratic experiments across the world
supports the notion that democracy should be questioned. While its underlining
principles may be noble, its desirability needs to be contextually interrogated.
Here, the focus is on how the ideals behind democracy are actually practiced.
Events in Iraq and Libya show that democracy cannot be imported. Its limited
success in Africa suggests that it has to be home grown with large doses of local
influence. Countries like Singapore and Malaysia, with their unique brand of
democracy that may not necessarily pass the procedural test, continue to uplift
their people economically. United Arab Emirates offers a particular brand of
governance that is not democratic on paper but equitable to its citizens in
9
practice. These are tendencies that offer some reflective lessons in interrogating
our democracy and refining our assumptions.

8 See the preamble to the African Charter. See also Article 2 (6): Nurture, support and consolidate good governance
by promoting democratic culture and practice, building and strengthening governance institutions and inculcating
political pluralism and tolerance; Chapter 9 dwells on Political, Economic and Social Governance.
9 See DEMOCRACY OR AUTOCRACY: WHICH SYSTEM IS MORE DEVELOPMENT-FRIENDLY?
Available https://www.die-gdi.de/en/events/democracy-or-autocracy-which-system-is-more-developmentfriendly/. In economic performance, autocracies seem to outperform democracies. It is my opinion given what I have
seen and countries that have visited, that economic development in recent times seems to have been more evident in
autocracies. An African case in point is the case of Rwanda which runs on a strong leader rather than a democratic
environment.
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Who does democracy work for? The essence of government is to uplift citizens
by providing them with opportunities for a better life. In many countries,
democracy has often bettered the life of a few and widened the gap between the
‘haves’ and the ‘have-nots’. China has lifted more people out of poverty than any
democracy in the world11, though of course this comes with steep prices on
individual freedom.
It appears that outside Scandinavian countries, most other democracies are
finding it difficult to improve their citizens’ lives. Senegal, which has maintained
uninterrupted democratic rule since independence, is amongst the 30 poorest
12
countries in the world by GDP . Does this suggest that democracy and
development are somehow incompatible? Does a functioning democracy
translate into a prosperous state? Not necessarily! It does mean that we have to
carefully structure our democracy to truly serve our needs. We cannot be too
dismissive of what worked in China, lessons from the Scandinavians and
strategies from closed democracies like Singapore. There must be something we
can pick that aligns with our democratic values to ensure that our democracy
works for everybody and not just for a few.
D. Some Thoughts on Recalibrating our Democracy
The voting process reaffirms the primacy of citizens and provides them with the
opportunity to decide who their leaders are. However, the role of citizens does
not end at the ballot. The welfare of citizens must therefore be front and centre
of government actions and decisions. Chapter Two of the Nigerian
Constitution eloquently captures the duty of the State to its citizens.13
There must be systems and structures that are respected by government and
sustained by citizens' demand, so that citizens remain assured of their relevance
to the governance process. The only way to maintain the narrative that
democracy is for citizens is when the governance process interfaces effectively
with citizens beyond the ballot. For this to happen, there has to be bona fide
outreach by government and programmes designed to help citizens understand

10 "Democracy must in essence … mean the art and science of mobilizing the entire physical, economic and spiritual
resources of all the various sections of the people in the service of the common good of all"- Ghandi quoted in
Theory and Practice of Gandhian Non-violence By Ravindra Kumar
11 Since the late 1970s China has lifted more than 800 million people out of poverty. See:
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/china/overview
12 See: 'The Poorest Countries in the World' (2015 Rankings are based on the GDP (PPP) of a country, which
compares the generalised differences in the cost of living and standards between countries) Available at:
.https://www.gfmag.com/global-data/economic-data/the-poorest-countries-in-the-world?page=12
13 Section 14 of the 1999 Constitution as Altered provided that: (1) The Federal Republic of Nigeria shall be a State
based on the principles of democracy and social justice.
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their role in governance. Transparency and accountability mechanisms must be
guaranteed and effectively applied. Donor support would be needed to amplify
citizens' voices through civic education and mobilisation.
The cost of running government must be dutifully scrutinised and drastically
reduced. Government cannot be an avenue for wealth because that in itself
undermines the principles of democracy. Democracy cannot only uplift citizens
when they are in government or when they are connected to government. When
the perks of office are reduced, the reality of the society becomes a collective
experience for both government and citizens. The job of making this happen lies
with government and the pressure to force their hands lies with citizens.
Credible institutions underpin democracy and offer protection to citizens
through checks and balances. Chapter Nine of the South African Constitution
offers an interesting model of protection for institutions that support
democracy. Chapter Nine of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa,
1996, creates six independent state institutions. Their main task is to strengthen
and protect constitutional democracy in South Africa.
These institutions are independent and subject only to the Constitution and no
other authority. They include the Public Prosecutor, Human Rights
Commission, Auditor General, among others. The Constitution creatively
assures that these institutions are able to do their work with very limited
political influence. It also recognises that these institutions are created to
support democracy. Democracy cannot be functional if institutions are not
effective.
The police, military, judiciary, legislature and government bureaucracy must be
able to professionally and objectively carry out their mandate, which is to serve
the country and not the person in power. It is this misplaced centre of allegiance
that limits the ability of democracy to provide protection for citizens or limit
abuse of power by government.
The donor community has been very significant in promoting democracy across
the world. In Africa, and Nigeria in particular, their support has been
fundamental in improving the practice of democracy. Significant resources and
effort have gone into improving the electoral process and ensuring the
credibility of elections. No one doubts the dedication and consistency of the
donor community in driving this agenda of procedural democracy.
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This level of energy has to be transferred into ensuring that democracy delivers
by building and protecting institutions and giving voice to citizens to challenge
and confront government every step of the way. We have to give equal attention
to process and substance.
The pre-colonial era in Nigeria reached a level of sophisticated and effective
local governance. The Benin Kingdom had architectural prowess which rivalled
14
Europe in the 13th century but was destroyed with little preserved . To achieve
that level of an organised city-state the Benin Kingdom had a functioning
government. Are there no lessons to be learnt from history that can help our
current democracy? In 1691, the Portuguese ship captain Lourenco Pinto
observed: "Great Benin, where the king resides, is larger than Lisbon; all the
streets run straight and as far as the eye can see. The houses are large, especially
that of the king, which is richly decorated and has fine columns. The city is
wealthy and industrious. It is so well governed that theft is unknown and the
15
people live in such security that they have no doors to their houses."
The point to be made here is that we have not adequately interrogated lessons
about good governance from what our forebears did before the advent of
colonisation. We have instead undermined traditional institutions by
compromising their moral and traditional authority.
We have been unable to elevate our progressive customs and practices into
leadership and a social compass that can complement our democratic values.
Without Africanising our democracy and blending it with our effective local

(2) It is hereby, accordingly, declared that: (a) sovereignty belongs to the people of
Nigeria from whom government through this Constitution derives all its powers and
authority; (b) the security and welfare of the people shall be the primary purpose of
government: and (c) the participation by the people in their government shall be ensured
in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution. Incidentally, these profound
provisions of the Constitution are not justiciable. The only avenue to holding
government to this principals is by the ballot or persuasion post elections.

14 'Story of cities #5: Benin City, The Mighty Medieval Capital Now Lost Without Trace' Available at
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/mar/18/story-of-cities-5-benin-city-edo-nigeria-mighty-medievalcapital-lost-without-trace.
15 Cited in 'Story of Cities #5: Benin City, the Mighty Medieval Capital Now Lost Without Trace' Ibid
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values, we have created an odd fit between our communities and the Western
democratic values we now deify above all else.
E. Conclusion:
Democracy is about people. The litmus test for its effectiveness or desirability is
its impact on the lives of citizens. Every other principle or norm associated with
democracy must be to serve the best interests of citizens. It is the inability of
democracy to "provide" for people that often creates resentment and the search
for an "alternative" narrative. Of course no system of government is perfect and
the quest for a perfect state of governance is a continuum. However, the quality
of governance must be one that elicits hope that government can work for the
interests of people or that alternatives exist within the remit of a democratic
landscape.
To achieve this, our democracy must be "open minded". It must be willing to
question and refine itself, learn from other forms of government and continue to
draw from our rich history and experience. The nexus of accountability between
citizens and government must be such that it gives citizens power. The primacy
of citizens as the ultimate sovereign is what distinguishes democracy from other
political systems; but what will sustain democracy is its ability to better the lives
of citizens.
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CHAPTER 6

WOMEN'S RIGHTS IN NIGERIA UNDER
A TRUMP ADMINISTRATION
Hillary Matfess

Introduction
When considering the issue of women's rights, the contrast between the
positions of the two candidates in the 2016 American presidential election
could not have been starker. In 1995, Hillary Clinton declared, "women's
rights are human rights" at the UN Conference on Women in Beijing -- a
moment described as 'the Cambrian Explosion of the latest women's rights
movement.'i In contrast, during the presidential campaign, audio from 2005
surfaced, in which President Donald Trump bragged that "when you're a
star they let you do it. You can do anything…Grab them by the pussy. You
can do anything."ii
Though Donald Trump repeatedly asserted that, "nobody respects women
more than I do," the Trump Administration is posed to undermine decades
of American support for gender equality around the globe. Distasteful
remarks aside, the Trump administration has made no signal that it will
continue the Obama Administration's prioritisation of women's rights in
American foreign policy. Further, the business practices of top officials
suggest that there will be little emphasis on gender equality from the West
Wing in the next four years.
A reversal in America's stated foreign policy objective of advancing
women's social, economic, and political positions globally will have
particular implications for Nigerian women -- and the country's national
security. This paper will first outline the existing American foreign assistance
programmes and policies regarding gender equality and their significance for
Nigeria.
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Following this, the paper will discuss what is likely to change under the Trump
administration. Finally, the means of resisting these changes and securing the
gains made by Nigerian women will be outlined.
American Support for Gender Equality: Past, Present, and Future
The Obama administration, largely due to the influence of then-Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton, made great strides in advancing American support for
women's rights and gender equality. Some of the administration's most notable
achievements include creating the White House Council on Women and Girls,
an Ambassador at Large for Global Women's Issues, and a White House
Advisor on Violence Against Women.
One of the most significant programmes was the 2012 US Strategy on
Preventing and Responding to Gender-Based Violence (GBV) Globally.
Accompanied by an Executive Order, the strategy empowered the US Agency
for International Development (USAID) to support over 5 million survivors of
GBV in more than 40 countries. In 2013, the Obama Administration further
institutionalized its support for women through the Safe from the Start
initiative, a $22 million programme aimed at preventing GBV in emergency
situations.iii
Also in 2012, then-Secretary of State worked with Senior Advisor to the
President Valerie Jarrett to launch the Equal Futures Partnership, a multilateral
partnership that facilitated the adoption of "legal, regulatory, and policy
reforms… to ensure women fully participate in public life at the local, regional,
and national levels, and that they lead and benefit from inclusive economic
growth."iv In three years, the partnerships more than doubled, from 12
countries to 27, benefitting millions of women.
In addition to these initiatives, the United States also works through both the
State Department and USAID to mainstream gender issues into our diplomatic
agendas and development programmes. This includes implementing
programmes that provide critical support to female entrepreneurs, campaigning
for better access to education for girls, and helping construct global norms that
support women's freedom and equality.
Both Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders (the Democratic Party's leading
candidates in the 2016 presidential campaign) pledged to expand on these
programmes if elected to office. The candidates also identified the Helms
Amendment, a 1973 legislative amendment that limits the allocation of
American foreign assistance for organisations that provide abortions, as an
impediment to the rights of women and vowed to repeal it.
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Why Gender Equality is an Important Foreign Policy Objective
The need for this sort of foreign policy reform, building upon the Obama
Administration's legacy, could hardly be more pressing. It's estimated that one
in three women around the world "has been beaten, coerced into sex, or
otherwise abused in her lifetime."vi This statistic reflects the situation in
Nigeria, where a 2012 CLEEN Foundation National Crime and Safety Survey
found that 31% of women reported that they were victims of domestic
violence.vii
Though Nigeria has ratified the Convention for the Elimination of
Discrimination against Women and has a National Action Plan for the
Implementation of the UN Security Council Resolution 1325, which aims to
increase women's participation in peacekeeping, peace building, and conflict
resolution, these legislative frameworks have been undermined by a lack of
political will and corresponding domestic legislation. viii
The defeat of the Gender and Equal Opportunities Bill in Nigeria's Parliament
in 2016 is a perfect example of the challenges facing women in the country. The
bill "sought to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women and girls";
despite affecting more than half of the legislature's constituents, the December
9th public hearing on the bill was cancelled because of a lack of quorum. Mary
Olushoga, a civil society activist, summarised the significance of their absence,
stating "Nigerian lawmakers do not deem women's rights and gender equality
important, so not only did they vote against the GEO Bill, they also did not even
show up to achieve a quorum on the day the Bill was to be discussed."ix Public
opinion in Nigeria about the equality of women is startlingly retrograde. Only
47% of Nigerians Surveyed by Pew Research Center in 2015 agreed with the
statement that it is "very important that women have the same rights as men in
our country."x
Gender inequality has tangible ramifications in Nigeria. Women are not only
subject to domestic and sexual violence at unconscionable rates, Nigeria's
maternal mortality rates are among some of the highest in the world, estimated
to be between 704-1,000 deaths per 100,000 live births.xi
The insecurity women face in Nigeria makes the country less safe as a whole.
According to research by Valerie M. Hudson, Bonnie Ballif-Spanvill, Mary
Caprioli, and Chad F. Emmett, "Countries where women are empowered are
vastly more secure, whether the issue is food security, countering violent
extremism or resolving disputes with other nations peacefully."xii Given the
violence and instability that Nigeria has faced in the Fourth Republic, American
support for gender equality in Nigeria would be an opportunity to strengthen
Nigerian-American relations, while preventing the country from suffering from
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more instability.
What is Likely to Change under the Newest Administration?
Much of the re-orienting of American foreign policy towards women's rights
under the Obama Administration was done through executive orders, meaning
that the incoming administration can undo these reforms with little
resistance.xiii
Though Trump's team has not provided much insight into his foreign policy
stance, position on gender issues globally, or released a vision of what reforms he
would implement, there is significant evidence to suggest that many of the
reforms made by the Obama Administration and Secretary Clinton will be
undone. Officials at the State Department were asked in December 2016 to
provide information to the Trump transition team about "existing programs and
activities to promote gender equality, such as ending gender-based violence,
promoting women's participation in economic and political spheres,
entrepreneurship, etc."xiv
This is a largely unprecedented request by a transition team; staffers at the State
Department are unsure what the administration's intention is in gathering this
information. Though it is possible that this request is merely a ham-handed way
of getting information about programmes, many fear that this request signifies
an intention to curtail or eliminate these programmes.
President Trump's reinstitution of the 'Global Gag Rule,' which "limits the
ability of global family planning providers to provide women and families
comprehensive care if, in any aspect of their work, they recommend, discuss, or
even mention abortions to clients, let alone provide abortion services" suggests
that his administration will have dire consequences for women in Nigeria and
throughout sub-Saharan Africa."xv
Implementation of the gag rule has fallen along party lines, with Democrats
largely refraining from implementation. In the last Republican Administration,
under President George W. Bush, the United States stopped providing support
to organizations in 20 developing countries. xvi However, President Trump's
version of the Global Gag rule will go further than any previous administration
– applying to 15 times more funding than under the previous Republican
administration.xvii
While this is mostly speculation at present, the selection of Rex Tillerson as the
Secretary of State does little to assuage the fears of those who see the incoming
administration as a threat to women's rights. Tillerson lacks any experience in
government and is currently the CEO of ExxonMobile. The oil giant's opacity
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regarding the wage gap between its male and female employees, coupled with
the fact that a mere 3 of the 13 members of its board of directors are women,
make many skeptical that Tillerson will prioritize women's rights.xviii
Tillerson's nomination, which requires confirmation by the Senate, prompted
Latanya Mapp Frett, the executive director of Planned Parenthood Global, to
make a public statement reiterating the importance of the Secretary of State for
women's health globally. She noted that this position is critical to "expanding
access to health care, like family planning, and reducing maternal mortality and
unintended pregnancy," and asserted that "it is imperative our leaders champion
human rights to continue global progress, which is why Planned Parenthood is
alarmed to see the nomination of Rex Tillerson, who has an international track
record of putting corporate profit over the fundamental rights of people."xix
What Can be Done to Safeguard Women's Rights in Nigeria
In the absence of robust American support for gender equality, domestic civil
society organisations will become all the more important. Creating a domestic
constituency that can press for women's rights can help compensate for the
withdrawal of American financial and institutional support for women's rights.
Groups like the Centre for Democracy and Development (CDD) are well
placed to amplify the demands and rights of women. The following are tangible
ways that CDD and other civil society groups can work for an equitable society:
1. Campaign for the adoption of the Gender and Equal Opportunities Bill
or similar legislation. CDD can work with other civil society groups,
creating a coalition that can raise the importance of women's rights from a
variety of angles, including economic growth, political development, and
social stability throughout Nigeria.
2. Consult women on all peace building, conflict resolution, and
development agendas. CDD is well placed, as a Nigerian organisation
with a number of international sponsors, to empower women through
regular and substantive consultation on their projects. CDD can serve as
an example to Nigerian organisations, demonstrating that women's
inclusion is integral to project success.
3. Maintain ties with American agencies and organisations working on
women's rights and gender equality. American politics are cyclical; it is
important to not lose partnerships between the United States and Nigeria
in the current era. Continuing to cultivate these relationships in the
current climate will make it
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CHAPTER 7

DEVELOPING NIGERIA'S STRATEGY
FOR TRUMP ADMINISTRATION
Prof. Ebere Onwudiwe

A

t this stage, any talk of Donald Trump's policy towards Nigeria should
make sense only at the level of speculation. The fact is that Nigeria is
nowhere on President Trump's radar screen. And why should Nigeria
be of any concern to him? For one thing, Nigeria has not even had an
Ambassador in Washington DC for over one year.
It makes more sense to speak of Trump's policy towards Africa than of Trump's
policy towards Nigeria because it is likely that Trump does have some general
views on Africa, even if they are not at the top of his list of priorities.
There are reports that Mr. Trump's transition team sent the State Department
and the Pentagon a four-page list of questions on Africa. Those reports also
indicate that the tenor of those questions suggest to those Africans who are
always begging for foreign aid to get a life. All the interest in Africa was about
business opportunities, although not 'business as usual' (and not a minute too
soon!) Some of the questions ask: "With so much corruption in Africa, how
much of our funding is stolen? Why should we spend these funds on Africa
when we are suffering here in the U.S?"1 Is there anything wrong with this?
Charity begins at home. America has a right to do what is best for America, not
what is best for Africa. Indeed, it has always been so: every country meets the
need of its national interests first, and the national interest of any country is what
that country's leaders say it is.

1. Helen Cooper, “Trump Team's Queries About Africa Point to Skepticism About Aid,” The New York Times, January
13, 2017
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For example, as noted above, our own country has not seen fit to even have an
ambassador in Washington since Ambassador Ade Adefuye died in August
2015. This shows that our President's valuation of America's place in Nigeria's
national interest is lower than that of his predecessor. Consider that President
Goodluck Jonathan spent over $4 million each year for consultants to represent
and advise him and the Nigerian Ambassador on important issues in Nigeria-US
relations.
That could be money well spent, given that the US delivers tens of millions of
dollars annually to Nigeria in development programmes and military support.
President Muhammadu Buhari however, has not hired any consultants to do the
same thing for his administration, even though one of his important objectives is
the recovery of Nigeria's stolen assets stashed away in foreign banks, some of
which are American banks.
It is estimated that over $30 billion is missing or unaccounted for from the
Goodluck Jonathan administration. During one of President Buhari's visits to
the US he discussed this issue with President Barack Obama but is still yet to
invest in it seriously. Mr. Trump is likely to be better qualified to assemble
experts to recover those assets for a fee. But why should we expect this to be in
the list of things to do by the incoming President without people in DC working
the corridors of power on Nigeria's behalf? All this is just to say that Trump's
policy towards Nigeria at this point is still a blank. Even so, our situation may
not be as hopeless as it looks.
What our government needs to do is to set up a team to study the emerging
Trump administration. One place to start is with US Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson, formerly of Exxon Mobil. His appointment makes the US State
Department an ideal starting point for policy engagement with the incoming
Trump Administration. It has been argued – and convincingly so – that Mr.
Tillerson's experience as Exxon's chief deal maker could shape Mr. Trump's
foreign policy2.
The Nigerian study group, perhaps under the Nigerian Institute of
International affairs could start by asking what is likely to be the character of Mr.
Tillerson's foreign policy towards Nigeria. There may be good grounds for
questioning the idea of focusing on the Secretary of State rather than Mr. Trump.

2 See Aimee Picchi, "How would Exxon's Rex Tillerson shape the State Department?" MoneyWatch December 14,
2016.
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But it is also true – as a wise person has observed – that everywhere and at all
times "personnel are policy." This suggests that other things being equal, we can
predict the direction of policy by learning something about the persons
(especially the main person) who will make those policies.
Now it is true that public policy generally comes from the top, but this dynamic
is not cast in stone. It is also true that it is not yet clear whether it will be
President Trump or his highly accomplished pick to lead the State Department
who will steer America's Africa policy. It is important to note that prior to his
appointment, Mr. Tillerson led the world's largest publicly traded international
oil and gas company which last year announced the discovery of up to one billion barrels

of oil reserves in the Owowo field, offshore Nigeria. So one way or the other, it
is likely that Mr. Tillerson knows a lot about, and will therefore have a
significant input to, American policy towards Nigeria.
So who is Rex Tillerson? Fundamentally, he is a quintessential oilman. Prior to
his appointment as Secretary of State, he had had only one job in his whole life:
management in and of a powerful oil company that focuses on international
profits ahead of everything else. Not that there is anything wrong with Exxon's
unbridled capitalism: it is the nature of the beast.
What is important to note is that Mr. Tillerson is a product of the logic of the
market and that this is likely to influence his decisions when it comes to Nigeria
or other countries in our sub-region. What is the implication of this
observation? For a start, it means that the proposed study group should make an
inventory of other characteristics of this kind of man in order to anticipate his
future policy positions toward Nigeria.
For example:
1. Which of the values that a developing polity such as Nigeria holds dear will be
of priority value to Mr. Tillerson's State Department?
2. Will he sacrifice important democratic values such as the rule of law, gender
equality or human rights on the altar of profit (particularly for Exxon which is
now a player of consequence in Nigeria)?
3. If the latent forces of repression threaten a return of dictatorship in Nigeria, is
Tillerson likely to look the other way or will he be on the side of democracy and
democrats?
4. What impact will the interests of Exxon and its desire to expand its oil and gas
assets in Nigeria have on a State Department led by Mr. Tillerson should abuses
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of human rights or autocratic tendencies begin to rear their ugly heads in our
polity?
5. Can any pointers be gleaned from the work done by the Tillerson-led Exxon
to expand its resources in other African countries such as Chad and Equatorial
Guinea?
6. What position is Tillerson likely to take should a company like Exxon deem it
necessary to become more interventionist in Nigerian politics?
7. What policy is Tillerson likely to adopt towards Boko Haram terrorists?
8. What will he likely do about groups such as Indigenous People of Biafra
(IPOB), and the Niger Delta militants?
9. Will he provide more assistance to fight terrorist groups in Africa, or less? Or
will he support a peaceful settlement at any price as long as it creates the right
environment for companies like Exxon to expand their oil and gas interests in
Nigeria, Chad and Equatorial Guinea?
10. Will he use his powerful government position to shove his policies into
Nigeria where his company Exxon has huge investments and has made a recent
offshore oil discovery?
We may even extend these questions to include the devastating problems of
climate change which – given desertification, erosion and flooding – threatens
food security, population displacement and the quality of life in Nigeria.
Questions like these need to be asked because they will tell us whether the man's
concern for Exxon's bottom-line in Nigeria will trump (no pun intended) his
concern – if any – for the environment.
Needless to say, it is not very smart to avoid this necessary preliminary work
because of any putative depression over Mr. Trump's unexpected triumph.
Everybody has had more than enough time to get over it, and we should now be
expending our energy on more relevant questions of the possible policies of a
Trump Presidency, their potential impact on Nigeria, and prepare for them
accordingly.
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CHAPTER 8

TRUMP THE TROUBLEMAKER
A. Carl Le Van

T

he election of Donald Trump ushers in a perilous period for Africa and
America alike. His impetuous approach to policy, his preference for
informal institutions and personalism, and his open admiration for
authoritarianism pose a risk to democracy everywhere. Americans should
expect instability within his administration, and Africans should expect policy
uncertainty that casts doubt on the credibility of America's international
commitments.
I develop these claims first by drawing some unexpected comparisons between
Nigeria and the United States. Second, I explain how Trump's path to the
presidency shares some similarities to darker periods of America's history of
race relations, in particular the rise of president Andrew Jackson. Third, after a
brief discussion on the comparative politics of regimes and transitions, I apply
some of the conceptual tools used to understand African politics to analyse the
dawn of the Trump era. This turns the microscope around, so to speak. Finally, I
describe drivers of policy continuity in foreign policy towards Africa that are
commonly cited as evidence – or hope – that friends of Africa should not worry
so much. I cast doubt on this popular reasoning, suggesting instead that Trump's
understanding of African affairs is governed by the same prejudices and
shortcuts that he uses to understand Black America. It would therefore be
prudent, and indeed practical, for Africans to employ racial analysis as a tool for
interpreting Trump's intentions towards the continent.
I have often joked that Nigeria and the United States share more in common
than we appreciate: both nations won their independence from imperial Britain,
both survived horrific civil wars (the American civil war remains our deadliest
engagement), and both have experimented with recruitment that takes into
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consideration immutable characteristics such as race or ethnicity. Muhammadu
Buhari rode the wave of a populist revolt to an improbable populist victory in
2015, not unlike his counterpart in America's recent election. Finally, both
countries have had presidents selected by a Supreme Court. In Nigeria, the 1979
case deciding in favour of Shehu Shagari over Obafemi Awolowo probably
saved the democratic transition. But it generated what I have called the "Yoruba
debt," which grew bigger with the 1993 election annulment and was not finally
paid off until the 1999 election of Olusegun Obasanjo (and arguably his reelection in 2003).
America accumulated its democratic debt when the Supreme Court ruled
narrowly in Gore v. Bush (2000) to stop a vote recount in Florida, which was
underway because it was difficult to ascertain the choice of voters on thousands
of ballots. This weakened citizen control over politicians. Elites at the helm of a
major institution, in this case the Supreme Court with its counter-majoritarian
powers meant to protect liberalism's notions of minority rights, chose the
president. George W. Bush won by two Electoral College votes, though he lost
the popular vote by nearly half a million votes. America's democracy debt
deepened in 2016 when Donald Trump won the Electoral College but lost the
popular vote by nearly 2.9 million votes, representing about 2.0% of the total
votes cast. This actually marked the fifth time in American history that the
candidate who lost the popular vote went on to become president.
This should be of interest to Africans for a variety of reasons. As Professor Akhil
Reed Amar explains in his new book, The Constitution Today, the Electoral
College was designed explicitly to over-represent the interests of slave holding
states. Such unholy bargains were a part of America's birth, since postponing the
question of slavery seemed necessary for an anti-colonial alliance between north
and south against Britain. This effectively means that the electoral institution
designed to protect slave interests picked a president in 2016 with a long history
of racism.
The public record of Trump's role in this dark American tradition dates back to
at least 1973, when the Department of Justice sued him and his father for
discrimination, since they consistently refused to rent their properties to
African-Americans.1 This ugly stereotyping has continued in a variety of ways,
such as when Trump called on his supporters to expel African-Americans from

1 Mahler, Jonathan and Steve Ederaug, "'No Vacancies' for Blacks: How Donald Trump Got His Start, and Was
First Accused of Bias," The New York Times, 27 August 2016.
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his campaign rallies – in one case ejecting a man who was actually a fanatical
supporter. Another example would be Trump's description of American cities
as "ghettos" on the campaign trail, in a misguided effort to persuade urban
African-Americans that Democrats had neglected them. A week after the 2016
election, white nationalists held a convention a few blocks from the White
House in Washington, DC, celebrating Trump's rise. Instead of denouncing
them, as is customary for politicians interested in, say, garnering enough votes to
pass bills in Congress, where cooler heads supposedly prevail, Trump appointed
one of their sympathisers to a senior post in the White House. This is a stunning
departure from the usual racial subtleties in American politics, such as the
"southern strategy" deployed by the Republican Party to avoid losing southern,
former slaveholding states to a Democratic Party that supported the civil rights
2
legislation of the 1960s.
Second, Trump's Electoral College victory is of interest because divergences
between the College's vote and the popular vote have historically been
associated with the race question. In 1824, Andrew Jackson won the popular
vote, but neither he nor any other candidate won the required majority in the
Electoral College. Like Nigeria's 1979 election, no candidate met the
constitutional provisions for determining the winner outright.
This threw the election to the U.S. House of Representatives, which chose John
Quincy Adams. Adams lost re-election in 1828 to Jackson. This detail has some
significance today because Trump's supporters like to compare him to Jackson.
For example, Rudy Giuliani, the influential former mayor of New York City
and an early supporter, told MSNBC television on election night, "This is like
Andrew Jackson's victory. This is the people beating the establishment."
The comparison is apt. Alexis de Tocqueville, in describing the great dangers to
democracy in choosing leaders through popular passions rather than collective
reasoned judgment, worried that Jackson "rides roughshod over his personal
enemies."3 Trump has certainly lived up to this. Dogged by accusations of
groping or sexual assault from no fewer than 11 women, Trump declared a few
weeks before the election in a speech at Gettysburg, "The events never
happened.

2 Carter, Dan T. From George Wallace to Newt Gingrich: Race in the Conservative Counterrevolution, 1963–1994.
Louisiana State University Press, 1999.
3 Alexis de Tocqueville. Democracy in America. (Translated by Harvey Mansfield and Delba Winthrop). Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2000, 369.
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Never. All of these liars will be sued after the election is over." Ordinarily, one
would at least hope that accusations of sexual harassment might be taken
seriously, as was the case with Paula Jones in the 1990s against Bill Clinton. In
fact Trump had already admitted to such sexual aggression in a 2005
conversation caught on tape by the television show Access Hollywood, where
he explained that being famous affords him great privileges towards women:
"Grab 'em by the pussy. You can do anything." This is hardly an aberration in
Trump's belief system. According to one study, two thirds of employees who
previously worked for his nominee for Secretary of Labor said they were
sexually harassed (large numbers also reported unpaid overtime and wage
theft).4
The comparison to Andrew Jackson comports well with Trump in a third way.
Jackson's first act as president was to announce an "Indian Removal Policy" that
led to the death of thousands of Native Americans during a forced migration
known as "Trail of Tears," as well as a brutal military campaign to enforce
5
obtuse treaties with the Indians. Trump has promised an immigrant removal
policy, pledging to increase forced deportations of the estimated 11 million
undocumented immigrants in the United States.
He has also proposed a federal registry for Muslims in America, and has
repeatedly promised to prohibit Muslims from countries with terrorist
organisations from entering the U.S. This could eventually include Nigeria,
since as members of Congress are eager to point out, it is home to two of the four
6
deadliest terrorist groups (an assertion I have questioned in my research ). Such a
ban would also likely affect Kenya, Somalia and others.
Fortunately, the historical story does not end there. Adams soon returned to
politics by becoming the first and only former president to serve in Congress,
where he led the effort to end the "gag rule" prohibiting discussion about
slavery, thus generating critical momentum for social movements fighting to
end slavery.7 And Jackson is about to be replaced on the twenty dollar bill with
Harriet Tubman, the great anti-slavery activist. If Trump becomes the next
Jackson, there may be more than a hint of Adams in Barack Obama. But
Americans will also need the help of Africans in the struggle against racism and
for democratic decency.

4 Sarah Anderson, "Here's What it is Like to Work for Trump's Labor Secretary Nominee," Institute for Policy
Studies <http://www.ips-dc.org/heres-like-work-trumps-labor-secretary-nominee/>
5 Williams, Robert A.. The American Indian in Western Legal Thought: The Discourses of Conquest. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1992.
6 A claim that I question on my blog, Development4Security at carllevan.com.
7 Miller, William Lee. Arguing about Slavery: The Great Battle in the United States Congress. New York: Knopf,
1996.
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The 2016 election and subsequent transition are not simply about transferring
power horizontally from one leadership team to another through rituals. Nor is
it about moving the country towards democracy, which is how most of the
developing world became acquainted with the term "transitions" starting in the
1970s. It is a blow to democracy.
The meaning of "transition" had to be clarified in the early 2000s. After the
collapse of dictatorships and the rise of multi-party elections across much of
Africa and the developing world, transition had become so closely intertwined
with the idea of democratisation that political scientists had to remind
themselves that transitions could mean moving away from democracy as well.8
Regimes could change in both directions.
This led to a vast literature about regimes that look like democracies but limit
freedom and participation, and a variety of terms to describe the phenomena:
"hybrid regimes", "electoral authoritarianism", and others.9 Such regimes
defied one of the principal theoretical expectations of Samuel Huntington, who
coined the phrase "Third Wave" to describe the spread of democracy since the
1970s, and who thought such "intermediary" regimes would be rare.
Even research that explicitly examines the persistence of autocracy, or
transitions to authoritarianism was slow to acknowledge anti-democratic trends
outside of the developing world. When Freedom House reported in its 2015
Freedom in the World "an overall drop in freedom for the ninth consecutive
year," a period when "nearly twice as many countries suffered declines as
registered gains—61 to 33," the maps of Europe and North America were
unaffected.
In the grand picture, that is changing. The "Brexit" victory, the backlash against
refugees in Germany and Chancellor Angela Merkel's backpedalling on her
humanitarianism (which was actually quite practical from a development point
of view), and gains by xenophobic politicians in France were all quickly seen as
validation of Trump's nationalism and isolationism.
In America, educated public opinion identified populism as the culprit, a
concept that accurately and concisely situates Trump within these other
troubling global phenomena. It is simple to grasp and elegantly explained in the
8 Carothers, Thomas. "The End of the Transition Paradigm." Journal of Democracy 13, no. 1 (January 2002 2002):
5-21.
9 Morlino, Leonardo. 2009. "Are There Hybrid Regimes? Or are they just an Optical Illusion?" European Political
Science Review 1 (2):273-96; Levitsky, Steven, and Lucan Way. Competitive Authoritarianism: Hybrid Regimes after
the Cold War. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010.
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surprise bestselling book by Jan-Werner Müller, What is Populism? Populists
circumvent existing institutions such as political parties that choose leaders.
Instead, they make direct appeals to the citizenry by exploiting economic or
social fears. Once in power, a populist leader equates his opinions with public
opinion itself, meaning that other views are illegitimate or subversive. Until
recently, Chavez in Venezuela probably offered the clearest contemporary
example.
Trump fits the mould for the reasons listed by former mayor Rudy Giuliani
earlier: he was elected despite the opposition of almost the entire leadership of
the Republican Party, running on a message (it would be an exaggeration to call
it a platform) opposed to corruption and Washington elitism. Voters who were
mostly white, mostly rural, and generally working class placed their hopes in a
billionaire who had never held public office. He nominated no fewer than four
billionaires to serve in his cabinet. This amounts to an outsized influence in a
cabinet with only 15 department heads, which is much smaller than the average
African cabinet.10
It is important to avoid two analytical errors here. One would be to equate
populism with dictatorship. Obviously, the two are closely related and African
examples of populism from Ghana and elsewhere leaned towards the illiberal
side of politics, even if they had positive outcomes.11 But most dictators govern
through other institutional structures such as the party system or a military
hierarchy.
Another error would be to overlook the rise in sympathies for authoritarianism
in the West. New research in the Journal of Democracy reports that while 72%
of Americans born before World War II say that it is "essential to live in a
democracy," only 30% of millennials say so. The study finds similar patterns in
Great Britain, the Netherlands, Sweden, Australia, and New Zealand. "In
virtually all cases, the generation gap is striking, with the proportion of younger
12
citizens who believe it is essential to live in a democracy falling to a minority."
In Africa, the trends are moving in roughly the opposite direction. According to
Afrobarometer surveys, overall demand for democracy climbed 15 percentage
points, from 36% in 2002 to 51% in 2012. In the survey administered in late 2014
and 2015, a majority of Africans say they want democracy (71%), with 46%
10 LeVan, A. Carl, and Assen Assenov. "Parties or Portfolio? The Economic Consequences of Africa's Big
Cabinets." Government and Opposition 40 (2015): 1-30.
11 Rothchild, Donald, and E. Gyimah-Boadi. "Populism in Ghana and Burkina-Faso." Current History (May 1989):
221-44.
12 Foa, Roberto Stefan, and Yascha Mounk. "The Signs of Deconsolidation." Journal of Democracy 28, no. 1
(January 2017).
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rejecting all alternative forms of autocratic rule. And among young people in 36
African countries, the figures from the U.S. are flipped, with respondents aged
15 to 29 firmly stating that "democracy is preferable" to other forms of
government by a 2 to 1 margin (65%). In short, demand for democracy is rising
in Africa, especially among young people, while young Americans do not see it
as that big of a deal. This shift has been a generation in the making. Commenting
twenty years ago on another variety of authoritarianism, the Oxford Reader on
Fascism said of fascism, "as we approach the end of the twentieth century it
appears to be increasing in virulence wherever local socio-economic conditions
fail to sustain the ideal of the multi-ethnic civil society."13 Notably, the book
contains writings from all over the world, but none from North America.
So Americans do need worry about authoritarianism, not only from the
particular leader that the Electoral College chose for them, but also because of
shifting cultural tides beneath the waves of democratisation. Perhaps Obama's
Young African Leader's Initiative could end up serving as a "democracy corps,"
bringing young Africans to America to tell millennials how rough their parents
had it under Abacha or apartheid.
African authoritarianism came in several well-known forms. For example,
"personal rule is an elitist political system composed of the privileged and
powerful few in which the many are usually immobilised, unorganised, and
therefore relatively powerless to command the attention and action of the
government. The system favours the ruler and his allies and clients."14 Jackson
and Rosberg said such regimes govern through conspiracy, factional politics,
clientelism, corruption, purges and rehabilitations, and succession manoeuvres.
A decade later, Bratton and van de Walle offered neopatrimonialism. In addition
to clientelism and the personalisation of power, these regimes suffer from the
absence of a public-private distinction. Rational-legal authority itself, as Max
Weber understood it, disappears, as the ruler sees no distinction between public
resources and his private domain. Presidentialism is particularly prone to this, as
a cult of personality emerges around the ruler reluctant to delegate authority and
who undermines checks and balances.

13 Roger Griffin, editor. Fascism. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995, v.
14 Jackson, Robert H., and Carl G. Rosberg. "Personal Rule: Theory and Practice in Africa," Comparative Politics
16, 4 (July 1984): 424.
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Perhaps America should brace for a brush with neopatrimonialism. First, there’s
conspiracy. When presented with evidence from all of America’s intelligence
agencies that Russia interfered in the election with the intention of undermining
his rival, Trump refused to believe it, weaving a more desirable explanation
around a single ambiguous comment by the founder of WikiLeaks, Julian
Assange, who lives in Russia.
Against advice from both Republican and Democratic ethics lawyers, Trump
has refused to put his businesses in a blind trust or sell off assets. He has
appointed relatives to top positions in the White House, and put other relatives
in control of his companies. Unlike every president since Richard Nixon, he has
refused to release his tax returns.
This makes it virtually impossible to assess conflicts of interest or potential
violations of the Constitution’s emoluments clause, which bans the president
from receiving payments or gifts from foreign powers. According to a New
York Times investigation, Trump’s businesses operate in at least twenty
countries. Though Trump says he will put the presidency first, he also bragged
that it is going to make his business empire a lot of money, saying “The brand is
certainly a hotter brand than it was before.” This is largely what scholars of
neopatrimonialism had in mind in describing a blurring of public and private.
Trump’s resistance to transparency is also in the spirit of neopatrimonialism.
Throughout the campaign, and during his subsequent choice of cabinet officials,
Trump repeatedly argued that getting rich is evidence of success and thus
qualifies one for public office. Without transparency, it is very difficult to assess
that business record. Documents from his tax returns leaked to the press reveal
that his financial empire was 3.4 billion dollars in debt in 1990.
To give African readers a sense of scale, there were 29 countries with less debt
than Donald Trump in 1990. One could argue that Niger, Burundi, and Chad all
seemed to be doing a better job managing their money, at least by this measure.
Then, in 1995 he exploited (or possibly abused, since one of his own lawyers
called the trick “legally dubious”) a tax loophole to declare an astonishing $916
million loss on his taxes. One way to compare this “private” loss to a public

15 http://www.opengovpartnership.org/how-it-works/eligibility-criteria <accessed 14 January 2017>
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policy failure is look at federal budget deficits (a ratio comparing spending to
revenue) as a proxy for seeing which African countries were “operating at a loss”
in 1995. By this measure, about 13 countries, including Zimbabwe (Zimbabwe!)
and war-ravaged Algeria were doing better than Trump.
Without meeting even minimal expectations of transparency, the United States’
ranking in the Open Government Partnership (OGP) will likely decline.
Launched in 2011 and utilised by President Obama as a tool to support anticorruption efforts in Africa and elsewhere, OGP serves as a platform and
partnership between governments and civil society reformers pushing for open,
accountable and responsive government.
Eligibility for OGP includes, “Rules that require public disclosure of income
and assets for elected and senior public officials are essential to anti-corruption
and open, accountable government. It is also important to make the data
publicly available.”15 The U.S. will not lose its membership over Trump’s lack of
transparency. But it will lose credibility when it seeks to, say, prosecute officials
from Equatorial Guinea for corruption or tell the Nigerian government (as it did
in 2015) that OGP membership is an important benchmark in US foreign policy
for anti-corruption.
All of these serve as counter-points to the prevailing narrative in Washington
about Trump and Africa, which posits that a consensus for increased
engagement emerged with passage of the African Growth and Opportunity Act
(AGOA) in 2000. Under George W. Bush’s administration (2001-2009), US
exports to Africa doubled, overall trade volume tripled, and US foreign aid to
the continent quadrupled. Democrats and Republicans alike supported the
President's Emergency Plan for Aids Relief (PEPFAR), the establishment of the
Millennium Challenge Corporation, and more recently the Young African
Leaders Initiative. As a result, conventional wisdom suggests that bipartisan
support in Congress and the community of interest vested in these various
programmes and policies will make it difficult for a new president unfamiliar
with Africa to discard them.
Africans may thus be able to count on continuity in some areas. For example,
Congress just overwhelmingly extended the statue authorising AGOA's trade
benefits. This is at odds with an economic cornerstone of Trump's foreign
policy isolationism. He has appointed a Trade Representative who shares this
view, and a (unclassified) list of questions that his transition team posed to the
State Department suggest that Trump is taking protectionism seriously.16
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The problem is not really that some policies will change, or that America's
approach to Africa could not use a little reform. The bigger problem is the
profound uncertainty generated by inconsistencies within the Trump
administration and across American government. The nominees for the top
cabinet (i.e., ministerial) posts all stood firm during their respective Senate
confirmation hearings on positions completely at odds with the President who
nominated them. So the Secretary of State would not favour a ban on Muslims,
the Homeland Security Secretary would argue that building a wall along the
Mexican border is ineffective, and the Director of the CIA would seek to
retaliate against Russia for interfering in the presidential election.
In addition, the Secretary of Defense would oppose the use of torture and he
promised to implement rather than tear up the recent nuclear deal with Iran.
Whether an African government in question disagrees with a given position or
not is beside the point; the issue is that they will not know who speaks for the
United States. The government consists of a divided governing party (with
virtually every member of Congress supporting other presidential candidates in
2016), a president with no political experience, and a cabinet whose department
heads disagree with him on many core issues. Similar to neopatrimonial regimes,
African leaders seem to have no choice but to deal with the "big man" at the top,
who in this case is largely uninterested in Africa.
At one level, such disinterest is what competent career civil servants in the
government are hoping for. Like Nigeria's "Super-Permanent Secretaries,"
technocrats during Yakubu Gowon's dictatorship who leveraged their expertise
to make policy (rather than simply implement it), American bureaucrats might
enjoy some latitude due to "Africa apathy." But I would not count on that or on
the fortuitous emergence of an enlightened appreciation of the continent.
Africans should strive to deepen transnational ties to America's rising social
movements, much as US development policy did in Africa in the 1990s.
Governments and non-governmental organisations could then capitalise on
fissures within the Trump administration to externally legitimise allies who see
alignments of African and American interests on issues such as trade,
development, and national security. Overall, Africans should brace for "winds
of change" in their face instead of at their backs

16 Helene Cooper, "Trump Team's Queries about Africa Point to Skepticism about Aid," New York Times, 13
January 2017.
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CHAPTER 9

A LOOK AHEAD AT U.S. NIGERIA POLICY:
WILL REALITY TRUMP RHETORIC?
Matthew T. Page

A

s a new historical chapter opens—the era of President Donald J.
Trump—we cannot avoid the question of how U.S-Nigeria relations
will change over the coming months and years. Among many factors
affecting the bilateral relationship, this paper examines two of the most
significant: firstly, Nigerian views of Trump and, secondly, how senior
policymakers in the Trump administration frame their interactions with
Nigeria.
Although we lack public polling on Nigerian perceptions of Trump, it is likely
that his white nationalist, xenophobic, or Islamophobic views would alienate
many. This distaste for Trump would stand in contrast to Nigerian enthusiasm
as President Barack Obama took office eight years ago. Over the course of
Obama's presidency, however, Nigerian goodwill appeared to fade, hurt by his
decision not to visit Nigeria as well as his support for gay marriage and perceived
unwillingness to supply arms to the Nigerian military. Nevertheless, Nigerians
view the United States very positively: with a 76% favourability rating in 2015,
according to the Pew Research Center.1
As Trump enters the Oval Office, Nigerian views of the United States are likely
to become more polarised along religious and regional lines with the new U.S.
president's nativist and anti-Islamic rhetoric energising some in the South East
and Middle Belt. At the same time, Trump's administration policy towards
1 Pew Research Center. Spring 2015 Global Attitudes Survey. 23 June 2015.
http://www.pewglobal.org/2015/06/23/1-americas-global-image/
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Nigeria is likely to become more transactional and narrowly focused on
counterterrorism issues and U.S. economic interests, curtailing Obama-era
efforts to broaden the scope of the bilateral relationship.
How Big is Trump's Nigerian Fan Base?
In the absence of public polling, one quantifiable metric of Nigerian interest in
Trump is the number of people who have opted-in to following the messages he
posts on Twitter, a social media platform already popular in Nigeria. Trump
uses Twitter near daily to make scathing critiques of his political opponents as
well as print and television media. His Nigeria-based following on social media
giant Facebook is another useful metric. Between October 2016 and January
2017, Trump's Nigeria-based Facebook following had more than doubled.2

Donald Trump’s Nigerian Twitter and Facebook Following
S/

Country

% of Total Twitter
Followers

Total Twitter
Followers

Total Facebook Fans

1.

United States

58.68%

11,500,000

10,137,000

2.

United Kingdom

4.64%

909,000

248,000

3.

India

3.23%

633,000

571,000

4.

Canada

3.15%

617,000

255,000

5.

Nigeria

2.19%

430,000

229,000

Approximate totals as of 12 January 2017. Source: TweepsMap.com, SocialBakers.com.

Why Some Nigerians Love Trump
Trump's campaign rhetoric never touched specifically on domestic Nigerian
issues. Even so, Trump's nativist, anti-federalist, and Islamophobic messaging
especially resonated among some members of two ethno-political
constituencies: Christian, self-described "indigenes" in Plateau State and Igbo
nationalists across the South East.
Six weeks before the election, on a cool evening outside Jos, a friend who is an
up-and-coming Plateau politico explained to me Trump's attraction for him and
other "like-minded indigenes":
2 SocialBakers.com, accessed 15 January 2017,
https://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/facebook/pages/detail/153080620724-donald-j-trump?country=nigeria.
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Trump offers hope to the world torn on every side by
Obama's weakness on foreign policy, especially on the
global fight against terror...Obama was a disgrace and
weak compared to the likes of Trump and Putin. The
world needs genuine leadership, not political correctness.
People directly affected by terrorism understand the
situation better...What has Obama done to stop that? He
speaks in favour of Islam which is the root cause of
terrorism. Trump's boldness and guts represent hope for
the defenceless.3
When I suggested that Nigerians should be concerned by Trump's antiimmigrant stance and white supremacist sympathies, my friend acknowledged
that these probably would influence his feelings towards Trump if he was a
Nigerian-American living in the United States, but as a non-resident, it did not.4
Some self-described 'Biafrans'—Igbo nationalists in a contemporary
context—have also emerged as vocal Trump supporters. Unbeknownst to
Trump, he is being hailed as a patron of this controversial movement even
though he lacks any connection, direct or indirect, to it.5 In the run-up to the
U.S. election, pro-Biafra websites attempted to extrapolate from Trump's
public statements:
Donald Trump...has issued a statement regarding [the]
British referendum on E.U. membership, this was done
through...Facebook and Twitter. He clearly stated that
the right to self determination is a very secret [sp] right
express by all free people to declare their independence
from where they already are...The statement from
Donald Trump added a boost to Biafran agitation which
has gathered momentum in recent times. Biafrans all over
the world are convinced [Trump is]...directly talking to
Buhari to allow Biafrans go. Even though Donald Trump
has not directly asked Buhari to let Biafrans go, major
players in the Biafra Agitation still believe it is a direct
message to Nigeria. 6

3 Interview with Aaron Daniel Lekmang, 18 September 2016.
4 Ibid.
5 Oduah, Chika. "Nigeria's Biafra Separatists See Hope in Trump", Voice of America, 14 November 2016,
http://www.voanews.com/a/nigeria-biafra-separatists-see-hope-donald-trump/3595549.html.
6 "Let Biafra Go, Donald Trump Sends a Strong Message to Buhari", Igbo Focus, date?
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One website even published a report quoting an anonymous Trump campaign
spokesman commenting on a fictitious U.S. ban on Nigerian immigrant visa
applications:
“Under Trump Administration we will remove the
embargo placed on Nigerians by Obama administration
concerning Visa lottery program, he said Nigerians are
smart and intelligent people, they contributed immensely
to the development of modern America, we want them
here in large number and my administration will enroll
them back in visa lottery program, Obama is unfair to his
fellow Blacks for removing the giant of Africa from the
program," he said.7
Trump's Islamophobic pronouncements have also appeared to resonate with
Biafra activists. After Trump's election victory, one proclaimed: "Since Mr.
Trump is our choice, who will say no to Muslim colonisation. It was the prayers
of the Biafrans that stopped Hillary Clinton from winning the presidential
8
election." Another commentator summed up Biafran hopes for Trump this
way:
If Trump is serious about fighting radical Islam then the
first thing he needs to do...is to break direct relations with
the Buhari government in Nigeria...Buhari utilised his
friendship with Obama to gain powerful weapons and
instead of using them to destroy ISIS affiliated groups he
has turned his guns on the south...Thousands of Igbo have
been put into jail...Trump can roll back radical Islam by
using Israeli networking, relationships, and weapons to
9
help liberate Biafra from radical Islam...
Going several steps further, a spokesman for the Biafran independence
movement baselessly claimed that Trump's victory averted a looming genocide:

7 ""Donald Trump To The Biafra Flag Waiving Man At His Rally", NGYAB, 1 November 2016,
http://www.ngyab.com/2016/11/donald-trump-to-the-biafra-flag-waiving-man-at-his-rally/
8 Okonkwo, Nwabueze. "MASSOB pastors hold prayer summit for Trump, predict Biafra actualization soon",
Vanguard (Nigeria), 21 November 2016. http://www.vanguardngr.com/2016/11/massob-pastors-hold-prayersummit-trump-predict-biafra-actualization-soon/
9 Mark, David. "Donald Trump, Israel, and the Potential for a Free Biafra", Igbo Focus, 7 December 2016.
http://www.igbofocus.co.uk/Donald-Trump--Israel--and-the-/donald-trump--israel--and-the-potential-for-a-freebiafra.html
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The Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB) can
authoritatively confirm that the outgoing Obama
Administration...have completed plans to deploy to
Biafraland, [500] Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)...[to]
bomb and massacre Biafrans... Fortunately for the
Biafrans, Mrs. Clinton lost the election, and Mr. Donald J.
Trump won. As IPOB congratulate Mr. Trump on his
welldeserved victory, we call upon him to cancel this
scheduled massmurder of Biafrans. The reason why Mr.
Trump must cancel the deployment of Drones that would
be used to kill Biafrans is that it goes against the Leahy
Law...10
As this commentator suggests, some of Buhari's domestic critics think the
Obama administration was unduly close to the current Nigerian president and
even—erroneously— believe that the United States secretly rooted for Buhari's
2015 election victory. In this context, some Nigerians disillusioned with
President Buhari hope that U.S. support for his government will diminish under
Trump.
Trumpeting Change?
In light of these hopes, how is U.S. policy towards Nigeria likely to change
under a Trump administration? To what extent will his appointees reject—or
simply neglect—Obama-era policy priorities? Now that Republicans control
both the Presidency and Congress, who will be the key players on U.S. Africa
policy and are they likely to agree on its direction?
A list of questions about U.S. Africa policy directed at the State Department by
the Trump staffers ahead of the inauguration may hold some answers. The tenor
of the questions suggests "a narrower definition of U.S. interests in Africa, and a
more transactional and short-term approach to policy and engagement with
African countries", according to Monde Muyangwa, the director of the Africa
11
programme at the Woodrow Wilson Institute, quoted in the New York Times.

10 Iroanya, Clifford. "Trump Must Act Fast To Prevent United States' Culpability In The Second
Genocide On Biafrans", Igbo Focus, 12 December 2016.
11 Cooper, Helene. "Trump Team's Queries About Africa Point to Skepticism About Aid", New
York Times, 13 January 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/13/world/africa/africa-donaldtrump.html
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On Nigeria, Trump staffers asked "why the United States is even bothering to
fight the Boko Haram insurgency" and "why all of the schoolgirls kidnapped by
the group have not been rescued."12 Taken on its own, the list suggests the
Trump administration may ramp down its engagement across the continent.
That said, it is quite possible that the sceptical Trump staffers who drafted the list
will not hold much sway over U.S. policy towards Africa. Former U.S.
Ambassador to Nigeria John Campbell, for example, argues that it is "too early
to say definitively that the incoming administration will be bad news for Africa.
That's because there is little evidence that Trump will make the continent a
priority or that he is even familiar with the major issues there.”13 Campbell
argues that the new U.S. President’s ambivalence towards Africa means that
“career civil servants and diplomats, together with Congress, will play a big role
in setting policy — a recipe for continuity rather than change” and that his
administration is unlikely to spearhead “any ambitious new Africa-focused
14
initiatives anytime soon.”
Although it is too early to tell if this logic will hold, it is indeed the case that many
aspects of U.S. policy towards Nigeria will endure because they stem from
popular legislation or longstanding bipartisan Africa policy consensus.
Hundreds of millions of dollars in U.S. health-related assistance under
bipartisan programmes like the President’s Emergency Fund for AIDS Relief
(PEPFAR) undoubtedly will continue to flow, even if the current President is
ambivalent about the popular program. Similarly, bilateral security cooperation
may intensify under Trump while also facing many of the same statutory
obstacles that have annoyed Nigerian officials in the past, namely byzantine
budget processes, arms trade restrictions, and human rights vetting. In a 13
February courtesy call to President Buhari, Trump suggested that the U.S.
would press ahead with the sale of Super Tucano ground-attack aircraft initiated
by the Obama administration.
Trump has, however, proven to be an unpredictable—if not volatile—figure
when its comes to foreign policy making. He has demonstrated an appetite for
meeting and striking deals with autocratic leaders, reducing incentives for

12 Ibid.
13 Campbell, John. "Africa Shouldn't Freak Out About Trump". Foreign Policy, 22 December 2016.
http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/12/22/africa-shouldnt-freak-out-about-trump/
14 Ibid.
15 Barrett, Ted. "Corker: Tillerson's foreign policy views are 'mainstream' even on Russia", CNN, 4
January 2017, http://edition.cnn.com/2017/01/04/politics/bob-corker-rex-tillerson-russ/.
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leaders in marginal democracies like Nigeria to hold elections that are credible
and competitive. He could therefore have a disruptive influence on U.S. policy
towards Nigeria—or any other country for that matter—by engaging in his own
‘hash tag diplomacy’ such as tweeting offensive comments, taking personal
stances on contentious domestic political issues, or making unrealistic promises
that U.S. officials then must scramble to implement. While U.S. diplomats have
traditionally sought presidential involvement to seal important deals, Trump or
one of his top lieutenants may play a spoiler role, derailing or complicating
bilateral interactions.
Key Players
The following individuals will play preeminent roles in shaping the broad
contours of U.S. Nigeria policy in the Trump administration. Their political
views and idiosyncrasies aside, all are capable, experienced, and professional
individuals:
? Mr. Rex Tillerson - Secretary of State. Described by Senate Foreign Relations
Chairman Bob Corker as “very much in the mainstream of US foreign policy
thinking”, Tillerson previously served as Chief Executive Officer of
ExxonMobil.15 As America’s top diplomat, Tillerson probably will be the most
influential voice on U.S. policy towards Nigeria in the Trump administration.
Tillerson has visited Nigeria at least once, in 2008. In his confirmation
testimony, however, Tillerson appeared ambivalent about alleged human rights
abuses by the Saudi, Russian, and Filipino government, suggesting his stance on
16
Nigerian security force abuses will be weaker than his two predecessors.
? Gen (rtd) James Mattis USMC - Secretary of Defense Thoughtful,
pragmatic, and battle-hardened, Mattis will serve as a counterweight to bellicose
and erratic Flynn. Mattis does not appear to have spent any significant amount
of time on Africa issues during his career, suggesting that he will approach
Nigeria-related policy discussions dispassionately and within the context of
U.S. global military equities.
? Dr. J. Peter Pham - Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs
(Prospective Nominee). Pham's views on Nigeria are as mainstream as they are
well elucidated; he has written numerous articles on Nigeria. In 2015, he voiced
concerns about security force abuses while also arguing Washington should do
more:

16 Wilkinson, Tracy. "Human rights groups slam Rex Tillerson, Trump's pick for secretary of State",
Los Angeles Times, 12 January 2017, http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-tillerson-humanrights-20170112-story.html.
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Even in terms of bilateral security cooperation with
Nigeria, while much has been said and written about the
limits placed on what can be done—and for good
reason—due to human rights concerns because of the
Leahy laws...the United States...could nonetheless be doing
more to assist in the fight against Boko Haram. What has
been lacking, quite frankly, is political will and a little bit of
17
creativity...
Pham recently said he expects the Trump administration to emphasise fighting
extremism on the continent, while also looking to enhance opportunities for
18
American businesses. In a December 2016 white paper he also proposed the
U.S. restructure its interactions with African countries around the concept of
"earned engagement", i.e. "engaging those who prove themselves to be good
bets by their effectiveness and, consequently, the legitimacy they are accorded
19
by their own people."
? Amb. W. Stuart Symington - U.S. Ambassador to Nigeria. Ambassador
Symington, like his last five predecessors, is an apolitical career diplomat. His
previous postings include Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for African
Affairs, U.S. Ambassador to Rwanda (2008-2011) and Djibouti (2006-2008). As
U.S. ambassadors to Nigeria typically serve for a period of three years,
Symington likely will remain at his post until mid-2019. Barring the unforeseen,
Symington will remain a respected and well-informed voice able to exercise
significant influence over the formulation of U.S. policy towards Nigeria.
? Sen. Jeff Flake (Republican, Arizona) - Chairman, Subcommittee on Africa
and Global Health Policy, Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Flake is a
thoughtful and measured voice on Africa issues on Capitol Hill. In his youth,
Flake served as a Mormon missionary in Southern Africa; he later worked as
Executive Director of the Foundation for Democracy in Namibia, helping to
monitor Namibia's 1991 independence process.20 During the 2016 election,
Flake vocally criticised Trump and refused to vote for him.21
17 Testimony by Dr. J. Peter Pham, Director, Africa Center Atlantic Council before the United States
House of Representatives Committee on Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Africa, Global Health,
Global Human Rights, and International Organizations, January 27, 2015.
18 Cooper, Helene. "Trump Team's Queries About Africa Point to Skepticism About Aid", New York
Times, 13 January 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/13/world/africa/africa-donald-trump.html.
19 Pham, J. Peter. A Measured U.S. Strategy for the New Africa. (Washington DC: Atlantic Council,
December 2016), p. Iii, https://issuu.com/atlanticcouncil/docs/ac_strategypapers_no7_africa_f-web.
20 Biography of United States Senator Jeff Flake, http://www.flake.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/aboutjeff.
21 Lima, Cristiano. "Flake: Voting McMullin over Trump 'a possibility'", Politico, 2 November 2016,
http://www.politico.com/story/2016/11/jeff-flake-evan-mcmullin-trump-230654.
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Rep. Edward Royce (Republican, California) - Chairman, House Foreign
Affairs Committee. An original co-sponsor of the Africa Growth and
Opportunities Act (AGOA) in 2000, Royce's past chairmanship of the Africa
subcommittee continues to shape his outlook now that he is one of Congress'
most influential foreign policy voices. An advocate of commercial diplomacy,
Royce has also been critical of U.S. human rights policy towards Nigeria: in
2014, he criticised the Leahy Law as a major obstacle to U.S. military
22
cooperation with Nigeria.
Rep. Christopher Smith (Republican, New Jersey) - Chairman,
Subcommittee on Africa, Global Health, Global Human Rights, and
International Organizations, House Foreign Affairs Committee. Smith is a
longtime Africa policymaker on Capitol Hill and has visited Nigeria several
times. He was the prime sponsor of the Victims of Trafficking and Violence
Protection Act of 2000 and sponsored the House version of the 2008 Child
Soldiers Prevention Act (CSPA).23,24 In 2015, the State Department found
Nigeria in violation of CSPA because of the recruitment of underage boys into
25
the Civilian Joint Task Force, a government-supported militia.
Conclusions
Historical precedent, enduring structural and bureaucratic influences, and
incoming officials' relative ambivalence towards Africa writ large suggest that
U.S. Nigeria policy will be tweaked or scaled-down, rather than revolutionised,
under Trump. Relations between Washington and Abuja likely will become
more transactional and may feel like a 'cooling off period' after a period of more
intensive engagement during the Obama years. Trump's Secretary of State
almost certainly will play a preeminent role in shaping U.S. policy towards
Nigeria.
At the same time, Trump's fan base in the South East and other pockets of
Nigeria will be looking for hints that he, and by extension, the U.S. government,
supports their parochial political aims. Trump's admirers could, however, sour
on him quickly if, for example, his administration turns a blind eye to
government crackdowns against them or stays mum as Nigeria's ruling party
seeks to marginalise them politically by rigging the 2019 elections

22 "Boko Haram: The Growing Threat to Schoolgirls, Nigeria, and Beyond", Hearing Before the
Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives, 21 May 2014
https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-113hhrg88018/html/CHRG-113hhrg88018.htm
23 Child Soldiers Prevention Act of 2008. https://www.state.gov/documents/organization/135981.pdf
24 http://chrissmith.house.gov/uploadedfiles/hr106386.pdf
25 Watchlist. "Nigeria Included in US Department of State Child Soldiers Prevention Act List", 27 July
2015, http://watchlist.org/nigeria-included-in-us-department-of-state-child-soldiers-protection-act-list/.
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CHAPTER 10

OPTIONS FOR NIGERIA'S POLICY TOWARDS
THE UNITED STATES UNDER PRESIDENT
DONALD TRUMP
Hassan A. Saliu
Introduction

T

he world was greatly surprised by the 2016 US presidential election
results, with Donald Trump emerging as the winner at the expense of
Hillary Clinton, who had been the preferred candidate in the run up to
the historic election. Two factors were assumed to be in favour of Hillary
Clinton, the Democratic Party candidate. Firstly, based on her political
experience, she towered above her main challenger: Trump, a greenhorn
politician with a deep pocket and unorthodox approach to politics was
considered no match for Clinton. Secondly, Clinton was a political ally of the
outgoing President Barack Obama. Given his popularity and the popularity of
Clinton's spouse, Bill Clinton, most people were inclined to expect the electoral
victory would be hers.
Two further factors, among others, are crucial in the analysis of why the
unexpected happened, with Trump elected rather than Clinton. Trump, unlike
his contender, spoke naively to the issues that appealed to most Americans,
especially the White working class who were without jobs and adequate social
welfare. He assured them that he would change the elitist policies of the Obama
government if elected into office. Secondly, the e-mail controversy in which
Clinton was enmeshed was to be her greatest undoing in the election. Although
she was initially cleared of wrongdoing, the re-surfacing of the issue a few days
before people went to the polls did a lot of damage to her electoral fortune.
While noting the global disappointments with the election - manifesting in
protests in the United States against the election results, controversy at the
presidential inauguration and the allegation of hacking of the Democratic
party's machines by Russia in aid of Trump - the reality that confronts the world
is the inevitability of Trump's presidency.
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Surprisingly, Nigeria and a few other countries featured in the election
campaigns. Trump spoke about erecting a wall on the border between the US
and Mexico to prevent Mexicans from coming to the US to take over jobs that
were meant for hard-working Americans. He followed this up with his
controversial unrestrained commentaries on a number of other issues such as aid
to Africa, immigration, trade, NATO and the United Nations.
Specifically, he took Nigeria to task on a number of occasions throughout the
campaign period. On one such occasion, he threatened to expel all Nigerians
living in the US on account of them taking over jobs meant for Americans. He
also spoke against Nigerian leaders whom he criticised for stealing money meant
for ordinary Nigerians. In his view, Nigeria did not learn anything under the
British. For him, therefore, Nigeria and indeed, the entire African continent
should be re-colonised and put under foreign rule for another one hundred
years. On the separatist agitators in the South East of Nigeria, his view is that
every segment of any society deserves the right to be accorded selfdetermination and therefore, there is nothing wrong with allowing the Igbo to
leave Nigeria.
Trump was also unpopular for maintaining that Nigeria engages in election
rigging, a culture that he initially suspected to be built into the 2016 American
election with respect to some electoral procedures. He also challenged President
Buhari on his frequent foreign trips, which he considered unnecessary in view of
the mounting problems in Nigeria.
Based on his campaign rhetoric targeted at Nigeria and other countries, there is a
groundswell of opinion that Trump's presidency will usher in a tough time for
Nigeria-US relations. Some have wondered why he was ceaseless in his attacks
on the country. One can guess that the answer to this is the perceived deep
connection between Obama, the Clintons and some notable leaders in Nigeria.
Another plausible reason for Trump's attacks on Nigeria may not be
unconnected with the efforts of some opposition politicians and Nigerians who
are dissatisfied with the Buhari Government. Such groups assume that Buhari
was aided by the Clintons and Obama to win the presidential election at the
expense of Goodluck Jonathan of the People's Democratic Party (PDP).
Religious sentiments could also play a role as they served as a key reason for
Trump's anti-Nigerian sentiments.
For all these reasons, there was and still is no love lost between Trump and
President Buhari, who at one point had to reply to Trump by threatening to
expel all Americans living in Nigeria if Trump carries out his threat on
Nigerians.
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A Synopsis of Nigeria-US Relations
Nigeria-US relations have been strategic since the attainment of independence
by Nigeria in 1960. Evidence also exists that a relationship had developed
between them before 1960. Oil, the mainstay of Nigeria's economy was a key
issue that defined the relations between the two countries. Until recently, the US
was a major importer of Nigeria's oil. US oil companies are quite visible in
Nigeria, prospecting for oil under a difficult security environment. While the
overall oil policy of the US has been to keep the prices of oil down, the Nigerian
State has always been in favour of raising the quota and prices to generate
revenue.
Strategic political considerations have also defined the relationship. As a
superpower, the US is interested in exercising power and influence all over the
world. This conflicts with Nigeria, which wants to be a visible actor in Africa, if
not the entire globe, where there are considerable Black populations. The two
countries have previously had a clash of interests; most notably about the former
apartheid state in South Africa, Angola's independence and the issue of debt
forgiveness for African states. The tendency of Nigeria to speak for Africa at
critical junctures (such as General Murtala Mohammed in Addis Ababa in
January, 1976 on Angola, against the dictates of the US) has given the US the
impression that Nigeria is an assertive country that must be checkmated.
The Boko Haram phenomenon is another issue that dominates Nigeria-US
relations. The US has never hidden its dislike for the lukewarm attitude
displayed by the top brass of the Nigerian military, especially under Jonathan,
towards the war against insurgency. This has, however, led to the unmistaken
official conclusion in Nigeria that the US has been frustrating the counterinsurgency strategy of the Nigerian state. US refusal to sell arms to the country
has frequently been stated as the official reason for the long time it has taken to
defeat Boko Haram.
Issues including democracy, human rights, election, same-sex marriage and
corruption have been recurrent in Nigeria-US relations. Significantly, in the run
up to and during the Nigerian presidential election 2015, the USA insisted that
the election must go on as re-scheduled and the loser must accept the results.
This assistance received from the US for the 2015 elections helped to ensure the
smooth running of the election, for which Abuja is grateful.
Nigeria has always considered the US as an important ally that has a lot to offer
the country regarding development. Virtually all Nigerian governments take the
American endorsement and visit to Washington as prime issues in their
governance of the country. However, there have, especially recently, been
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points of disappointment about America in official circles in Abuja. These
include the meddling of the US in Nigerian affairs, its bullying attitude,
publicity in the US about corruption and human rights' abuses by the Nigerian
state, and the failure of President Barack Obama to visit Nigeria during his eight
year tenure.
Usually, there is hope for improved relations with the prospects of a new
government in Washington. This is not, however, the case. The antecedents of
the new president and his clear campaign messages against Africa and Nigeria in
particular have created concerns among Nigerians.
Will President Trump carry out his threats against Nigeria now that he has
assumed office? No one can give an adequate answer for now. The weight of
office and the complex web of international relations may either prove to be a
constraint or accelerator in actualising his threats to retain the support of the
Americans who put their confidence in him.
Options for Nigeria in coping with Trump's Presidency in America
Whatever the thrust of President Trump's policy towards Africa and
Nigeria is, Nigeria needs to admit that foreign policy is not yet adequate to face
the challenges anticipated during the administration of the new American
president. At this point, I want to shift my attention to what Nigeria can do to
measure up to Trump's presidency. This includes:
a. The Balewa legacy on external relations needs to be re-examined. So
much has changed in the international system that any reliance on his
conception of the world with its foundations in morality cannot serve
the purpose of taming Donald Trump's presidency.
b. Special attention should be paid to the process of appointing
ambassadors for Nigeria. The US, under Trump, should be a top
priority, with astute persons appointed as ambassadors to the US and
the United Nations. The two ambassadors must work more closely to
compare notes and offer genuine advice to the government.
c. This is the time to increase the number of Nigeria's diplomatic missions
in the US. The existing three diplomatic posts cannot cope with the
demands of the new US government.
d. Funding is not currently adequate to counter the diplomatic mud that
may be thrown in Nigeria's direction by the new president. More
funding, especially for Nigeria's diplomatic missions in the US, is
needed.
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e. Nigeria needs to get more serious about citizen-diplomacy. Halfhearted measures or total neglect of Nigerians who live in the US is not
what Trump's presidency will require. A census of Nigerians in the US
needs to be taken and the country's diplomacy should be made to follow
them wherever they may be.
f.

Panicky measures may not serve any useful purpose. Careful planning,
scenario-building and constant communication between Abuja and the
diplomatic missions must be maintained.

g. Nigeria's policy towards the US must be made more coherent. Not all
government officials need to be the mouthpieces of the country on
external relations. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs should be given
primacy on Nigeria's external relations.
h. Trump may turn out to be a political virus that is capable of arm-twisting
other countries to see Nigeria in his own image. That will require raising
the competence level of Nigerian Foreign Service Officers to promote
the concept of adequate representation for the nation across the world.
i.

The country must brainstorm on what will be needed from America
under President Trump: Who can speak for Nigeria and what strategies
will be needed to bring about an effective lobbying team to win more
concessions for Nigeria?

j.

President Trump is more likely to provoke Nigeria after settling down
in office through his statements. More reflection will be required in
order to respond to Trump. To be most effective the officials should be
dynamic, fresh politicians. Equally important is the need to caution the
media aides of the President to refrain from commenting on complex
international issues. The experts in government should be the ones to do
that after much thinking and inputs from knowledgeable quarters.

k.

Trump has been elected by Americans with consideration for racism.
He is going to serve Americans, not Nigerians. Our wish-list and
expectations must be in consonance with the reality of the last US
presidential election results.

l.

All the political and social weak points in the country must be patched to
avoid penetration or interference. The militancy in the South South and
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South East must be looked into through another prism. Already,
Trump's submissions on the Biafran agitators are not complementary.
m. Going by the sharp divisions that characterised the last presidential
election in the US, domestic issues will demand much more attention
from the new government, leaving only minimal time to consider other
countries.
n. As long as Nigerians continue to flock to the US, sometimes under
inhuman conditions, the country and her citizens will be treated with
scorn and contempt. The only antidote is to set aside propaganda and
constitute another economic team that can turn things around.
o. It is not to be taken that everybody in America is against Nigeria.
Disappointments, no doubt, exist among influential Americans with
Nigeria's history of squandered opportunities, but there are still
Americans who will give the country another chance. Nigeria's foreign
policy should identify such people and work closely with them to
present Nigeria's case to the new American government.
p. The option of diversifying Nigeria's foreign policy is plausible, except
that it may not be a reliable substitute for meaningfully engaging the US.
Nigeria might, therefore, consider reaching out to other parts of the
world. It is important that this must be done without harming relations
with the US. The policy of weaning Nigeria away from the US will take a
long time, requiring a reordering of the country's external choices and a
fundamental shift in the mindset of our leaders.
q. Nigeria should take advantage of the new wave of integration [not
minding the Brexit episode] to develop a robust integration agenda for
Africa. Nigeria's push in the global system can only be impactful when
acting in concert with other African states.
r. Some issues that have defined Nigeria's external relations will be jolted
by the new American president. One of these is the policy towards the
Middle East. The only antidote is to accord a top priority to
international relations by taking a comprehensive look at Nigeria's
gamut of foreign policy and be more astute in formulating a global
agenda.
s. More global responsibilities are likely to be put on Nigeria's diplomatic
table, especially here in Africa, as Trump is likely to be indifferent to
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African issues. The country therefore needs to be more prepared for this
as a leading nation in the continent and will need to take a deeper look at
her governance architecture.
Conclusion
This think-piece has admitted that Nigeria-US relations have been strategically
beneficial for the two countries, though they do run into occasional turbulence
informed by disappointments on both sides. Notwithstanding, it is in their
mutual interest to continue to grow the relationship. The reality of Donald
Trump's presidency is recognised. His campaign messages, which were acerbic
towards Nigeria, have also been noted. The dangers to Nigeria's foreign policy
under Trump were also raised and discussed. Equally contained in the paper are
policy options that Nigeria can take to reduce the negative impact of Trump's
presidency on Nigeria-US relations. No doubt, Trump will serve American
interests. Nigeria must wake up to this truism and control its own destiny by retooling its coping strategies in the international system.
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CHAPTER 11

TRUMP'S PRESIDENCY AND THE
FUTURE OF DEMOCRACY IN THE WORLD
Irene Pogoson

Despite the early forecasts and preliminary exit polls predicting the loss of
Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump, he won the US Presidential
elections, doing far better than anyone predicted. Donald Trump's win is seen as
a disturbing sign of just how divided America is. This election has at times
brought out the very worst in American politics. Trump's campaign fed on
people's fear and paranoia, and it is quite troubling that this message resonated
with so many. However, it also highlights just how many people in America
have lost faith in the political class. Evidently, American democracy and
political institutions are more vulnerable than it is generally thought.
Primarily, Trump's victory results from the fact that Americans — faced with
social and economic challenges within their own country — have become
greatly disappointed with their establishment and political elites as well as with
1
the whole concept of globalisation. Trump's appeal is not completely unique. It
is similar to what is becoming prevalent across Europe: anti-immigrant politics
serving as a vehicle for white people to express their displeasure with changes in
social status. Much of Trump's principal support comes from the same source as
the European far right's support: White resentment about a changing society.
The American presidential elections show that the current dynamic of global
processes doesn't meet the expectations of many people. The result confirmed
2016 as a year of tectonic shifts in the politics of Western democracies, with right

1 Pavel Koshkin, (2016) Trump's Presidency and the Future of US-Russia Relations Russia Direct Nov
9, 2016 http://www.russia-direct.org/qa/world-after-brexit-globalization-fragmentation
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wing and populist forces gaining influence throughout Europe. The core
constituencies that delivered the Brexit vote and the Trump presidency were
quite similar: White working class voters with limited skills and education, who
feel culturally displaced and economically threatened by immigration,
globalisation, and racial and cultural diversity. Both votes pitted culturally
diverse cities against largely White rural areas, small towns, and decaying postindustrial rust belts. Both campaigns left their countries more polarised than
before. And both have deepened worries about the future of the liberal
democratic order.
This is perhaps the most critical departure from the way US politics has been
operating in the post-Cold War era. It has shown that the population rejects
some of the main tenets of globalisation, such as free trade and open borders, and
sees little value in internationalist foreign policy.
Trump's isolationist ideology has three components: opposition to U.S.
alliances, opposition to free trade and support for authoritarianism. If translated
into policy in a Trump administration, these three beliefs could do away with
the liberal international order that the United States helped design after World
War II and has championed ever since.
On Trump and Global Democracy
What is unique about the American election is that Trump has a very different
notion of American foreign policy and America's global role. He could radically
change U.S. foreign policy and have an enormously disruptive effect on global
democracy.
The expansion of global democracy has occurred largely within "Three Waves,"
as Samuel Huntington suggests2. The most recent of these, the "third wave" of
global democratic expansion, began in the mid-1970s and crested in the 1990s. In
the post–Cold War era, democratic values became universal — they appealed to
a large number of people in virtually every region of the world — while all
ideological rivals were in retreat or geographically contained, like Iran. During
this third wave, democracy gained durable footholds in Africa and Asia and
became pervasive in Latin America. Its high quality and stability in the West
remained the foundation of its global success.

2 Samuel P. Huntington, (1991) "Democracy's Third Wave Journal of Democracy", Journal of
Democracy Vol.2. No.2 Spring 1991, p. 12
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Europe and the United States provided both an end state towards which
emerging democracies could move, and support to help them get there. With
financial and political support from Europe and the United States during these
periods, freedom flourished, markets expanded, civil societies grew,
representative institutions strengthened, and democracy became the most
common form of government in the world.
This most recent wave that surged following the fall of the Berlin Wall began
losing momentum by 2005. Since 2005, several developments have intensified
global anxieties about the prospects of democracy whilst declines in freedom
and political participation have grown incrementally.3
4

Larry Diamond has said that the world is in a "democratic recession." First,
there has been a trend towards authoritarianism that surfaced in several
emerging democracies. Nations that were assumed to be democracies, including
many U.S. allies, have slid toward authoritarianism. In some, such as Thailand,
reversion came through military coups. In others — Poland, the Philippines,
Hungary, Turkey, Nicaragua — elected governments are upturning the security
of democracy. Another worrying development is that as democracies have
stumbled, authoritarian regimes have become more aggressive in projecting
anti-democratic norms onto the world stage, even as they stifle political
pluralism in their own countries.
The leading authoritarian powers of the world — China, Russia and Iran — have
tightened their control at home while becoming far more aggressive beyond
their boundaries. They undermined and discredited the principles of liberal
economics and individual rights, flexing their muscles in more conventional
military, economic, and geopolitical ways, and using highly sophisticated social
media interventions to promote confusion, division, and doubt among
democratic publics and intensify cynicism about democracy.
Indeed, Trump's admiration for Russian President Vladimir Putin puts the U.S.
dangerously close to abandoning its longstanding role as democracy's greatest
proponent. In the process, Trump is challenging the notion that democracy is
the only legitimate system of rule. Also, other nations, deemed to be soft
authoritarians that had promised greater openness, have gone the other way:
Egypt, Ethiopia, Bahrain, and Malaysia. According to Freedom House (2016),
3 Larry Diamond (2016) Democracy After Trump Can a Populist Stop Democratic Decline?
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/middle-east/2011-05-22/fourth-wave-or-false-start
4 Larry Diamond (2015) "Facing up to the Democratic Recession" Journal of Democracy Volume26,
Number1
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over the past decade, the level of freedom has declined in 105 countries and
advanced in only 61. 2016 was the worst year of the decade, with 72 nations
losing ground5.
Trump could strengthen this momentum in a number of ways. Most obviously,
just the fact of his presidency could serve as a four-year indictment of the
democratic system. The fear is that Trump will erode America's influence and
abandon its traditional role defending global democracy. In fact, Trump's
election has already hurt the nation's credibility as a democracy advocate.
According to Shashi Tharoor6, "A country that confidently counsels others on
democratic practice has elected a president who suggested that, if he lost, he
might not recognise the result." He added that Trump's victory "has exposed
and encouraged tendencies the world never used to associate with the U.S.:
xenophobia, misogyny, pessimism, and selfishness.”
Indeed, if an unqualified extremist could rise to the top of the world's champion
of democracy, how could anyone else plausibly urge other nations to adopt that
system of government? Many countries look to America for so many things.
The most powerful nation on earth has elected a real estate industrialist with no
experience in government; a self-styled strongman, contemptuous of allies, civil
7
discourse and democratic convention . Except for a capricious change of
personality, Mr Trump's victory represents, at face value, a threat to the Western
democratic form of government.
Many have modelled their constitutional systems on America, and they use the
U.S. as a barometer for social and political change in their own societies. This is
also true regarding the state of U.S. democracy. Whatever happens to American
democracy, including to its institutions and freedoms, will likely be reflected
and even amplified globally. As U.S. democracy is tested, the world will be
watching closely. Trump also undermines democracy by virtue of his disrespect
for democratic norms. He has endorsed torture and other illegal acts of war,
disparaged freedom of the press, undermined a free judiciary and campaigned by
invective rather than debate. Trump has also expressed open admiration for the
world's worst leaders, from Russia to China.

5 Freedom in the World (2016) https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/freedom-world-2016
6 Shashi Tharoor (2016), "Does Donald Trump's Win Signal the End of US Soft Power?"
http://www.livemint.com/Opinion/A8IOPoj1U4ov5r7m48nOzM/Does-Donald-Trumps-win-a-signof-the-end-of-US-soft-power.html
7 Financial Times (2016), "Donald Trump's Victory Challenges the Global Liberal Order" November
2016 https://www.ft.com/content/a4669844-a643-11e6-8b69-02899e8bd9d1
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While it is not clear what a Trump doctrine will strategically comprise, there is
some reason to be sceptical: throughout his campaign, Trump made it clear that
his would be a foreign policy of realism, pragmatism, and of putting America
first — not of interventions to spread democracy. Trump struck a message that
reverberates with millions of Americans, and it won't be easy for future
presidential candidates, of either party, to ignore the electoral potential of this
formula. His foreign policy sees little place for values and international norms,
emphasising interest instead.
This will unquestionably have repercussions for the US standing in the world,
particularly if the global public opinion polls that have been assessing Trump are
taken into account. The question is whether or not Trump will moderate or
abandon those views during his tenure as President. Authoritarian regimes will
likely assume that under Trump, the pressure to democratise coming from the
Obama administration will diminish whilst silence from Trump's
administration in the face of human rights abuses by rulers will exact a toll on the
global prospects of democracy.
Whilst one wonders how Western liberal democracy can respond and survive, it
is also important to note that the vitality of liberal democracy has been proved
by the Brexit and Trump results. We have to be careful of an anti-democratic
response to what appear to be legitimate democratic votes. The fact that Trump
was elected indicates that democracy has proven its resilience, despite any
8
current challenges. "Democrats have lost, but democracy has won" .
In taking over the White House, Trump has rewritten the presidential campaign
book. He ran against the Republican Party establishment and defeated all rivals,
many with proven track records in office. Finally, after a campaign long on
invective and short on policy, he delivered a resounding victory against Hillary
Clinton, the ultimate establishment candidate.
If Trump is able to fashion some bipartisan agreements that address central
challenges such as economic stagnation, income inequality and immigration, the
world may see that American democracy is working again — even if many of
Trump's policies draw opposition at home and abroad. And if Trump recognises
the value of supporting democratic allies, his administration may be able to
contain democratic backsliding. In terms of how the world sees the result, I
think there's going to be a lot of trepidation over the "unknowns" of Trump's
foreign policy.
8 Pavel Koshkin, (2016) "Trump's presidency and the future of US-Russia relations" Russia Direct Nov
9, 2016 http://www.russia-direct.org/qa/world-after-brexit-globalization-fragmentation
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However, Trump is unpredictable and the reaction to his presidency from the
American establishment is also unpredictable, because Trump won't be able to
conduct and carry out foreign, military and any other initiatives by himself. He
needs a team and people. So far, it is difficult to imagine how people on the
Trump administration will work with each other and find common ground.
Prospects of Democracy under Trump
The United States has long promoted and defended democratic values around
the globe. But the Trump administration, which poses its own threats to
American democracy, appears poised to back away from that role. Democratic
backsliding in the U.S. presents a special hazard to democratic norms
internationally.
The U.S. has historically played a vital role in advancing global democracy. Part
of what has made the United States a great country has been its international
standing as the world's leading democracy. America cannot be "great again" if
her leaders do not defend and advance liberal democratic principles
internationally. Whether Trump understands that will be one of the most
important tests of his foreign policy. The important questions are: will the new
Trump administration confront a gathering global crisis of democracy? Will
there be a new wave of breakdowns that could sweep away the democratic gains
of recent decades? Will democracy under Trump be stronger or weaker? Will
Trump fight incipient authoritarianism in the world or allow it to fester? Will
Trump push for greater liberties or simply allow economic interests to triumph
over political freedoms?
The danger is that the US under Trump may not be the catalyst and defender of
democracy that we have come to know. Ultimately, Trump's election bodes
poorly for democracy, both in the United States and globally. This starkly
reverses a trend that began with the collapse of the Soviet Union 25 years ago,
when it seemed inevitable that democracy would triumph. As Francis
Fukuyama declared in his seminal essay, we might have reached "the end of
history"9.

9 Fukuyama, Francis (1989). "The End of History?" The National Interest (16)
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